March 31, 2021

Teresa DeCaro, Acting Director  
State Demonstrations Group  
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services  
Center for Medicaid and CHIP Services  
Mail Stop: S2-26-16  
7500 Security Boulevard  
Baltimore, Maryland 21244

RE: TennCare III Demonstration (Project No. 11-W-00369/4), Amendment 1

Dear Ms. DeCaro,

The purpose of this letter is to request a change to the TennCare Demonstration. In this amendment request, Tennessee is proposing to integrate services for members with intellectual or other developmental disabilities into the state’s existing managed care service delivery system. These proposed changes are expected to enhance the experience of TennCare members with disabilities by integrating and coordinating all Medicaid services received by these individuals within a single service delivery system, as well as support the state’s policy goal of operating a single, statewide, integrated service delivery system.

We are requesting a July 1, 2021, effective date for this amendment.

We look forward to working with you and your team as you review this amendment. If you have questions about this amendment, please contact Aaron Butler at 615.507.6448, or aaron.c.butler@tn.gov.

Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

Stephen Smith  
Director, Division of TennCare
Amendment 1
Integration of Care for Members with Intellectual Disabilities

March 31, 2021
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TennCare is an integrated managed care program that provides medical and behavioral health benefits to approximately 1.5 million Tennesseans. The TennCare program operates under the authority of a Section 1115 demonstration known as TennCare III. In this amendment, Tennessee is requesting a small number of modifications to the TennCare III demonstration. These proposed changes generally support the ongoing development of the TennCare managed care system by supporting increased integration of care for members with disabilities.

I. Description of the Amendment

In this amendment request, Tennessee is requesting the following modifications to the TennCare demonstration:

Integrate Services for Members with Intellectual Disabilities

Integration of care has been a primary focus of the TennCare program since its inception. Effective integration and coordination of care promotes a better experience for members, more cost-effective service delivery, and improved health outcomes. Although Tennessee has long required all Medicaid-eligible individuals to enroll in managed care for receipt of their medical care, certain Medicaid services were initially carved out of the state’s managed care program. Over time, more and more of these services have been integrated into the managed care delivery system, resulting in opportunities for better care coordination and management and aligning with the state’s larger policy goal of operating a single, statewide, integrated service delivery system.

HCBS for individuals with intellectual disabilities (ID) is a service type that was historically carved out of the TennCare managed care program. These services were delivered under the authority of separate 1915(c) waivers and administered by TennCare through an interagency agreement with the Tennessee Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (DIDD), which served as the operating agency. Tennessee took the first step toward integrating HCBS for members with ID into the larger TennCare managed care program in 2016. At that time, new enrollment into the 1915(c) waivers was closed,¹ and the Employment and Community First CHOICES program was launched as a fully integrated MLTSS program for individuals with ID within the TennCare demonstration.

Now TennCare, working closely with DIDD and other stakeholders, proposes to integrate the remaining HCBS authorized under the state’s 1915(c) waivers into the state’s managed care program. Under the state’s proposal, these HCBS will continue to be authorized under 1915(c) authority, and DIDD will continue to be instrumental in providing oversight of the delivery of services for members with ID, but the services will become part of the package of benefits administered by the MCOs through the managed care system.

¹ The 1915(c) Comprehensive Aggregate Cap waiver (TN.0357) has a narrow exception for new enrollment when a person has been institutionalized in the Harold Jordan Center—a public ICF/IID—for a period of at least 90 days.
service delivery system. The state is also proposing a corresponding change to integrate its ICF/IID benefit into the managed care program. These changes will provide for better integration and coordination of care for members with ID.

The specific changes the state is requesting relative to services for individuals with ID are as follows:

- ICF/IID and 1915(c) waiver services will be administered through the managed care program (maintaining concurrent 1915(c) authority for waiver services and Medicaid State Plan authority for ICF/IID services). These benefits will be removed from Table 3 in the demonstration’s special terms and conditions (listing benefits carved out of the managed care program).

- ICF/IID services will include a Community Informed Choice process to ensure that individuals understand the full array of community-based options available to meet their needs, and having been fully informed, affirmatively choose institutional placement. This will better align the provision of ICF/IID services with federal law that did not exist when the benefit was first established (i.e., the Americans with Disabilities Act).

- Enabling Technology (ET) will be added as a benefit in Employment and Community First CHOICES, with Table 2d of the demonstration’s special terms and conditions and Attachment H modified accordingly. Limitations currently applicable to the Assistive Technology, Adaptive Equipment and Supplies (AT/AES) benefit will be applied across the ET and AT/AES benefits combined; however, an MCO may authorize services in excess of the combined benefit limit as a cost-effective alternative to institutional placement or other medically necessary covered benefits.

- The special term and condition governing the TennCare Select health plan will be modified so that members with ID assigned to TennCare Select as of July 1, 2021, may remain enrolled in TennCare Select, while members enrolled after that date will be assigned to a traditional MCO.

Transition Children Receiving SSI Benefits to the MCOs

The TennCare Select health plan is a prepaid inpatient health plan that operates in all areas of the state and that serves special populations within the TennCare demonstration. These populations are specified in the demonstration’s special terms and conditions, and include children receiving SSI. The state proposes to transition children receiving SSI from the TennCare Select plan to the state’s other contracted managed care plans. This change will benefit these members by allowing them the same choice in managed care plan as all other TennCare members and improve alignment for families with multiple TennCare members who are currently in different health plans.

The state (with CMS approval) stopped assigning newly enrolling children with SSI to TennCare Select in 2019, with no adverse consequences for the children affected. The state now proposes that effective with this amendment, children receiving SSI who are still enrolled in TennCare Select be transferred to another health plan. Because the TennCare Select plan is currently operated by the same entity operating one of

---

2 ICF/IID refers to intermediate care facility for individuals with intellectual disabilities.
3 In some cases, the programmatic changes described above entail corresponding modifications to the state’s 1915(c) waivers. The state is pursuing these changes through the 1915(c) waiver amendment process outside of this application.
the state’s fully at-risk MCOs (BlueCare) with a similar provider network, the state proposes that these children initially be enrolled in BlueCare. They will subsequently have the opportunity to change MCOs like any other TennCare member.

Assign Inmates of Public Institutions to TennCare Select
As noted above, the TennCare Select health plan is a prepaid inpatient health plan that operates in all areas of the state. TennCare Select serves as a back-up health plan in the event that an MCO serving TennCare members should have to leave the program unexpectedly. Because Tennessee’s Medicaid program does not have a fee-for-service component, TennCare Select also serves as the health plan for certain special populations within the TennCare demonstration for whom assignment to an at-risk health plan may not be appropriate (e.g., individuals receiving emergency medical assistance).

One such population is inmates of public institutions who are enrolled in TennCare. In general, states cannot receive federal financial participation for services provided to inmates. However, federal policy provides an exception to this rule when an inmate otherwise eligible for Medicaid is removed from the institution and admitted on an inpatient basis to a hospital or other qualified setting for at least 24 hours. In these cases, the state Medicaid program may pay for care received during the inpatient episode. However, since the individual is only receiving Medicaid-covered services for the period of time he is receiving inpatient care outside of the public institution, there is no opportunity for an MCO to truly manage the care of such members. Given this challenge, the state requests that this population be added to the list of populations assigned to TennCare Select.

Technical Clarification to Employment and Community First CHOICES Populations
The state is requesting a slight technical clarification to the populations who are eligible to participate in Employment and Community First CHOICES. The state is proposing to modify the ECF CHOICES At Risk demonstration group, the Interim ECF CHOICES At Risk demonstration group, and the ECF CHOICES Working Disabled demonstration group to include individuals who are otherwise eligible for Medicaid, but who are eligible in a Medicaid category that does not confer LTSS benefits. This modification will allow qualifying individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities to participate in Employment and Community First CHOICES, regardless of eligibility category. The state is also proposing to clarify the ECF CHOICES Working Disabled demonstration group is open to all working age individuals, and not only to “working age adults,” in order to ensure consistency across waiver STCs.

---

4 TennCare Select and BlueCare are both operated by Volunteer State Health Plan, Inc., which is an independent licensee of the BlueCross BlueShield Association and a licensed HMO affiliate of its parent company, BlueCross BlueShield of Tennessee.

5 Although the state is proposing to transfer children receiving SSI benefits from TennCare Select to BlueCare, an exception may be made in cases where a child leaving TennCare Select has other household members enrolled in another health plan. In these cases, the child would be assigned to the same health plan as her other family members.
II. Expected Impact on Budget Neutrality

The integration of ICF/IID services and 1915(c) HCBS into the managed care program is projected to result in an increase of approximately $1 billion in annual aggregate expenditures under the TennCare demonstration. Note that these are not new Medicaid expenditures, but under this amendment these expenditures will be integrated into the larger managed care program authorized under the state’s 1115 demonstration. As part of this amendment, the aggregate budget neutrality cap applied to the TennCare demonstration will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

The adjustments to the populations assigned to TennCare Select and clarification to Employment and Community First CHOICES populations are not anticipated to have an impact on the demonstration’s budget neutrality.

III. Expected Impact on CHIP Allotment Neutrality

This amendment will not result in any changes to Tennessee’s CHIP allotment neutrality.

IV. Modifications to Reporting, Quality, and Evaluation Design

On January 8, 2021, the newest iteration of the TennCare demonstration, known as “TennCare III,” was approved by CMS. In accordance with the special terms and conditions approved on January 8, the state is currently working with CMS to develop the associated monitoring, reporting, and evaluation elements for the new TennCare approval period. The elements of this proposed amendment will be incorporated into the draft monitoring protocol and draft evaluation design that the state will submit to CMS.

V. Demonstration of Public Notice and Input

Public Notice

From November 9, 2020, through December 11, 2020, the state implemented a public notice process on a draft proposal to extend the TennCare II demonstration (the precursor to the TennCare III demonstration). This public notice process was based on the requirements specified at 42 CFR § 431.408, and included a comprehensive public notice posted to the state’s website, an abbreviated public notice published in various Tennessee newspapers, two public hearings, and various other public notice mechanisms. This proposed TennCare II extension included a description of the modifications described in this amendment that is substantially the same as that provided in Section I above. In response to this public notice, the state received comments from a number of interested persons and stakeholders.

With the approval of the TennCare III demonstration on January 8, 2021, the state no longer intends to submit the application to extend the TennCare II demonstration that was proposed in 2020. In order to effectuate the changes described in that extension request, Tennessee is instead submitting them as a standalone amendment to the TennCare III demonstration (Amendment 1). In order to ensure
transparency and maximize opportunities for public input, the state implemented a new public notice process on Amendment 1 from February 22, 2021, through March 5, 2021. This second public notice process was based on the requirements set forth in 59 Fed. Reg. 49249, and included publication of information about the proposed amendment (including a draft of the amendment) on the TennCare website, a notice in the newspapers of widest circulation in Tennessee communities with 50,000 or more residents, and a public hearing that took place on March 5, 2021, at which members of the public could offer input on the proposed amendment. Members of the public also had the option to submit comments throughout the notice period by mail and/or email.

**Public Input**

The state received comments from 25 individuals and organizations in response to its public notice. These comments and the state’s responses are summarized below. Comments submitted to the state in writing are attached to this application as Appendix B.

One commenter wrote to express their appreciation for the services a family member receives through the Employment and Community First CHOICES program. The commenter noted that Employment and Community First CHOICES is the best program for individuals with intellectual disabilities that they and their family member have experienced, and they want the program to continue.

The state thanks the commenter for their comments.

One commenter who is the family member of an individual with intellectual disabilities commented that their family member likes being able to live at home and appreciates the support provided by the state’s 1915(c) waiver programs. This commenter hopes that the state’s 1915(c) waiver programs will continue.

The state thanks the commenter for their comments. Under this amendment, the state’s existing 1915(c) waiver programs will be continued. Services provided through the 1915(c) waiver programs will be integrated into the state’s managed care program, where they will continue to be available to Tennesseans with intellectual disabilities.

One commenter requested that family members or other individuals living in the home with persons enrolled in Employment and Community First CHOICES should be able to be paid for providing caregiver services to these members.

The state appreciates this suggestion. While this is a matter of state policy beyond the scope of this amendment application, we continue to review state policies pertaining to employment of caregivers living in the home, in particular as it relates to the COVID-19 public health emergency currently in effect. Of note, Employment and Community First CHOICES includes a Family Caregiver Stipend that may be provided to individuals in Group 4, so long as the person’s employment and community integration needs are met.
One commenter suggested that members in Employment and Community First CHOICES sometimes have difficulty navigating questions of how their employment and wages will affect their eligibility for TennCare. This commenter recommended expanding the availability of Benefits Counseling services to ensure assistance is available to help members with intellectual or developmental disabilities understand the relationship between employment and eligibility for benefits.

The state appreciates this suggestion. Benefits Counseling is a service available to any person in Employment and Community First CHOICES and is provided expressly for this purpose.

Several commenters supported the addition of Enabling Technology (ET) as a benefit in Employment and Community First CHOICES.

The state thanks the commenters for their support.

One commenter expressed support for modifying the Employment and Community First CHOICES Working Disabled demonstration group to include individuals enrolled in the state’s 1915(c) waivers. This commenter noted that this change will be helpful to individuals with disabilities seeking to live as independently as possible.

The state thanks the commenter for their support. Upon additional consideration, the state believes that its policy goal—namely, to allow individuals receiving 1915(c) waiver services to earn additional income without impacting their eligibility for TennCare—can be accomplished without a demonstration amendment, by applying an appropriate income disregard to the 1915(c) waiver population. The state has removed this policy from this demonstration amendment, but will instead seek the same outcome through equivalent 1915(c) waiver and/or Medicaid State Plan amendments.

One commenter noted that children enrolled in the TennCare Select health plan sometimes experience issues when they become adults and transition to other managed care plans. This commenter recommended the use of case managers to work directly with families to help with future planning, beginning at age 16. This commenter also recommended that case managers establish a partnership with Tennessee Disability Pathfinder.

The state thanks the commenter for their recommendation. The state is committed to working with families and other stakeholders to identify strategies to further strengthen and improve the transition process for members transitioning from TennCare Select to other managed care plans. Each person enrolled in HCBS programs (including Employment and Community First CHOICES and the Section 1915(c) waivers) has an assigned Support Coordinator (or for individuals enrolled in the Self-Determination Waiver, a DIDD case manager) to assist them with these transition processes.

A number of commenters expressed concern about the state’s proposal to integrate services for members with intellectual disabilities into the state’s managed care program. Some commenters expressed concern that MCOs would be reimbursed in a manner that incentivizes them to deny or
reduce benefits and/or not to focus on members with the most significant disabilities and highest levels of need. Some commenters recommended that the implementation of the person-centered planning process by the MCOs include strong oversight by DIDD to ensure that appropriate services and supports are provided. Some commenters expressed concern that MCOs would not contract with specific HCBS providers and/or suggested that the state require MCOs to contract with all qualified providers. Finally, some commenters recommended that the state provide education, training, or other supports to help members navigate the grievance and appeal process.

The state thanks the commenters for the many thoughtful comments it received in response to this aspect of its public notice. The state believes strongly that integrating services for individuals with intellectual disabilities into the managed care program will result in better alignment and coordination of care for these members. The demonstrated success of the CHOICES and Employment and Community First CHOICES MLTSS programs are a clear indication of the promise of this integrated approach to care delivery.

As with all TennCare populations and as required under federal regulations, when MCOs are “at risk,” MCOs must be paid an actuarially sound capitation rate based on the populations served and the services required under the contract. The MCOs are then required to provide all medically necessary services in accordance with the member’s plan of care, including services for those with the highest levels of need. As it relates to services for individuals with intellectual disabilities, the state does not intend to utilize a capitation (or risk)-based payment at this juncture. Using flexibility provided under federal regulations, MCOs will be reimbursed for the services they provide, such that there is no incentive to reduce or deny services. The state will continue to evaluate the payment approach going forward, and should a risk-based payment approach be adopted in the future, will establish actuarially sound rates, with sufficient checks and balances to ensure that individuals continue to receive the services they need to live successfully in the community and achieve their individualized goals. The person-centered planning process and delivery of services will be subject to rigorous oversight by both TennCare and DIDD. MCOs will be required to maintain a network of qualified providers that is adequate to promptly provide all medically necessary care in accordance with the plan of care. The state is committed to ensuring that members and their families are aware of their rights to submit grievances and appeals and the process for doing so. The state communicates this to members through a variety of methods (e.g., handbooks, member notices) and maintains a beneficiary support system to assist members in navigating the grievance and appeal process. Disability Rights Tennessee is the current contractor for this beneficiary supports system.

A number of commenters requested additional information about various operational aspects of the proposed integration of services for members with intellectual disabilities into the managed care program. Specific topics mentioned by commenters included potential changes to provider reimbursement for these services, implementation of value-based payment arrangements, changes to the provider credentialing process, quality standards to be used, and timelines for various aspects of the transition to managed care. Several commenters recommended that the state allow sufficient time for the transition to ensure minimal disruptions for MCOs, providers, members, and their families.
Some commenters suggested that providers will need support and technical assistance with the transition to managed care. Commenters generally suggested that the state provide for an ongoing, robust, transparent stakeholder input and communication process around the proposed transition.

The state appreciates the thoughtful comments shared on this aspect of its proposal. Importantly, the state has endeavored to share information about the proposed transition with stakeholders in a transparent manner, including detail beyond the scope of the amendment application, in order to help stakeholders better understand how the program will be implemented and to obtain their input on those policies and processes. The state (TennCare and DIDD) is committed to continuing its ongoing work with providers, members, families, advocates, and other stakeholders to solicit input on and communicate transparently about the transition to managed care.

A number of individuals commented on a shortage of direct support professionals (DSPs), nurses, and/or providers of various types of therapy in Tennessee. Several of these commenters spoke about difficulty accessing providers under the existing Section 1915(c) waivers and/or suggested that prevailing wages were insufficient to ensure an adequate statewide workforce. One commenter noted that while the network adequacy of MCOs was generally robust, there is a need for more qualified healthcare providers with specific expertise in working with individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities.

The state thanks the commenters for their comments and acknowledges that there is currently a national need for qualified DSPs, nurses, and therapists to support individuals with disabilities. Under the state’s proposed managed care integration, MCOs will be required to contract with a network of providers that is sufficient to provide medically necessary services to all members in accordance with the member’s plan of care. This includes continuity of existing services and providers for an initial period following implementation. The state is committed to continuing its work with healthcare providers, individuals with disabilities and their families, the advocacy community, and other stakeholders to identify strategies to enhance the HCBS workforce and has developed a comprehensive workforce strategy to help address this issue.

Several commenters expressed concern about the state’s proposed use of the Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) to assess the support needs of individuals with disabilities. These commenters generally expressed skepticism that the SIS will adequately assess member needs and/or suggested that an exceptions process be established for instances when the tool does not fully reflect the full range of a member’s needs.

The use of particular assessment instruments is beyond the scope of this amendment, but the state appreciates this concern. The Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) is a validated instrument created by researchers working with the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD) and was specifically designed to be part of person-centered planning processes that help all individuals identify their unique preferences, skills, and life goals. The SIS is already used in more than 20 states, including Tennessee. Tennessee currently uses the SIS for assessing level or care or support needs in
Employment and Community First CHOICES and the Section 1915(c) waivers. Importantly, when used as a tool to help establish an individual’s level of support needs, the process includes individualized consideration of exceptional medical or behavioral needs identified in the assessment, either as part of the SIS, a supplementary assessment tool, or through other information gathered during the comprehensive assessment process.

As it relates to the integration of services for members with intellectual disabilities into managed care, some commenters expressed concern about the state’s plan to leverage licensed therapeutic professionals to teach, train, and support paid and unpaid caregivers in order to embed appropriate treatment within the day-to-day delivery of supports in order to maximize both the efficacy and efficiency of service delivery. These commenters suggested that this consultative model of service delivery would reduce access to licensed therapeutic professionals when medically necessary.

The state appreciates these concerns. Any changes to these benefits will be part of the 1915(c) waiver applications and will include a separate public comment process. As has been communicated to stakeholders throughout the planning process, the state intends that direct services by licensed therapeutic professionals will continue to be available, when appropriate. However, leveraging licensed professionals to also teach, train and support paid and unpaid caregivers, embedding appropriate treatment within the day-to-day delivery of supports is expected to maximize both the efficacy and efficiency of service delivery.

Several commenters requested additional information about the continued availability of ICF/IID services vis-à-vis community-based services in the integrated managed care model. Some commenters expressed concern about the state’s proposal to implement a Community Informed Choice process for individuals considering ICF/IID services. These commenters noted that individuals should be able to choose to receive care in ICFs/IID if that is their preferred setting, and suggested that the Community Informed Choice process would restrict access to ICF/IID services and/or restrict members’ freedom of choice. Other commenters opposed the use of the Community Informed Choice process unless it is performed by an “independent” third party entity.

Under the state’s proposal, ICF/IID services will continue to be available to qualifying members as medically necessary; these services will be part of the state’s managed care program in the same manner as HCBS for members with intellectual disabilities. The state respectfully disagrees with commenters who characterize the Community Informed Choice process as a restriction on access to ICF/IID services or a limitation on members’ freedom of choice. To the contrary, it will better ensure that individuals are making an informed decision regarding their opportunities to receive services in the most integrated setting appropriate. The state is committed to ensuring that individuals with disabilities and their caregivers have an opportunity to understand the full array of community-based options available in order to choose the options that best meet their needs and preferences. The introduction of a meaningful Community Informed Choice process will help the state to better align this benefit with the expectations of the ADA.
One commenter expressed concern about the future of Personal Assistance Services under the 1915(c) HCBS waiver programs. This commenter noted that Personal Assistance Services are vital supports for individuals with disabilities and their families, and instrumental in ensuring that individuals with disabilities are able to remain in their homes.

The state appreciates this comment. While beyond the scope of this amendment, Personal Assistance Services will continue to be a covered benefit for persons enrolled in a Section 1915(c) waiver.

One commenter expressed support for the state’s proposal to continue its medication therapy management (MTM) program for an additional 12 months. This commenter expressed hope that the state will ultimately choose to retain the MTM program and to expand the availability of MTM to additional medically frail individuals.

The state thanks the commenter for their support. Upon consideration, the state has decided not to proceed with this aspect of Amendment 1. TennCare is currently evaluating the effectiveness of its MTM program on the cost and quality of care for affected members, and will make a decision about the program’s continuation, discontinuation and/or expansion to additional populations when these analyses are complete.
Attachment A
Documentation of Public Notice
The Commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance & Administration is providing official notification of intent to file an amendment to the TennCare III Demonstration. This amendment, which will be known as “Amendment 1,” will be filed with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

**Description of Amendment and Affected Populations**

In Amendment 1, the state is requesting the following modifications to the TennCare demonstration:

- Integrate services for members with intellectual disabilities into the TennCare managed care program1;
- Transition the care of children receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits from the TennCare Select health plan to one of the other health plans that serves TennCare members;
- Assign inmates of public institutions to the TennCare Select health plan; and
- Extend TennCare’s medication therapy management pilot program for 12 months.

More detail on these proposed modifications is included in the state’s draft amendment located at [https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/Amendment1DraftVersion.pdf](https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/Amendment1DraftVersion.pdf).

**Expected Impact on Enrollment and Expenditures**

Amendment 1 will not result in any increase or decrease in enrollment in the TennCare demonstration. TennCare eligibility and benefits are not affected by Amendment 1 (except for the extension of the state’s medication therapy management benefit for 12 months).

Implementation of Amendment 1 is expected to result in an increase of approximately $1 billion in annual aggregate expenditures under the TennCare demonstration. Note that these are not new expenditures for TennCare, but under Amendment 1 these expenditures will be integrated into the larger managed care program authorized under the state’s 1115

---

1 Specific services to be integrated are intermediate care facility services for individuals with intellectual disabilities (ICF/IID services) and 1915(c) waiver home- and community-based services (HCBS).
demonstration. As part of this amendment, the aggregate budget neutrality cap applied to the TennCare demonstration will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

Public Notice Process
This is the second public notice that TennCare has posted about these proposed changes. TennCare’s first public notice period regarding these proposed changes took place from November 9, 2020, through December 11, 2020. At that time, these modifications were included in a draft application to extend the TennCare II demonstration (the precursor to the TennCare III demonstration).

With the approval of the TennCare III demonstration on January 8, 2021, the state is not proceeding with its application to extend the TennCare II demonstration. Instead, the proposed changes that were described in the TennCare II public notice will now be submitted to CMS as a standalone amendment (Amendment 1) to the TennCare III demonstration.

In order to ensure maximum transparency, the state is providing a new public notice regarding these proposed changes. Members of the public who wish to comment on this proposed amendment may do so until March 5, 2021. Individuals and organizations that submitted comments on these proposed changes during the prior public notice period do not need to re-submit those comments. TennCare is in receipt of and is reviewing all comments received in response to its November public notice.

Members of the public who wish to comment on the proposed amendment may do so through either of the following options:

- Comments may be sent by email to public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov.
- Comments may be mailed to

  Aaron Butler, Director of Policy  
  Division of TennCare  
  310 Great Circle Road  
  Nashville, TN 37243.

In order to be considered for the final draft of Amendment 1, comments must be received no later than March 5, 2021.
In addition, TennCare will hold an additional public hearing on these proposed changes at 11:00 a.m. CT on March 5, 2021. This hearing will be held electronically. Members of the public interested in attending this hearing may access the event at https://tngov.webex.com/meet/JReeve on the morning of March 5, 2021.

Individuals with disabilities or individuals with limited English proficiency who wish to participate in the hearing and who may require language or communication assistance to do so should contact Talley Olson of TennCare's Office of Civil Rights Compliance by phone at (855) 857-1673 or by email at HCFA.fairtreatment@tn.gov prior to the date of the hearing.

**Draft of Amendment 1**

A draft of TennCare's proposed demonstration amendment is available at https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/Amendment1DraftVersion.pdf.
February 22, 2021

The Honorable Randy McNally
Lt. Governor and Speaker of the Senate
Suite 700 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37243

The Honorable Cameron Sexton
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Suite 600 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37243

Dear Lt. Governor McNally and Speaker Sexton:

This letter is written to inform you that the Division of TennCare will be submitting to CMS an amendment to the TennCare Demonstration. This Demonstration Amendment will be known as Amendment 1.

Amendment 1 will consist of several changes to the TennCare program. The primary purpose of these changes is to better integrate the delivery of care for TennCare members with disabilities. These changes are:

1. Integrating home- and community-based services for individuals with intellectual disabilities, as well as intermediate care facility services for individuals with intellectual disabilities, into TennCare’s managed care program;
2. Transitioning the care of children who are receiving SSI benefits from the TennCare Select health plan to one of the other health plans that serves TennCare members;
3. Transitioning inmates of public institutions to the TennCare Select health plan; and
4. Extending TennCare’s medication therapy management pilot program for 12 months.

These changes are expected to promote a better experience for members, more cost-effective service delivery, and improved health outcomes. TennCare has worked closely with the Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities on all aspects of Amendment 1 concerning the care of TennCare members with intellectual disabilities.

We are proposing an effective date of July 1, 2021, for Amendment 1.

Amendment 1 will not result in any increase or decrease in TennCare enrollment. TennCare eligibility and benefits are not affected by Amendment 1 (except for the extension of the state’s medication therapy management benefit for 12 months). The extension of TennCare’s medication therapy management pilot program is expected to result in aggregate expenditures of $3 million. The other components of Amendment 1 will not result in an increase or decrease in annual aggregate TennCare expenditures, although the integration of services for persons with intellectual disabilities into TennCare’s managed care program will result in expenditures for these services falling within the scope
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of the TennCare Demonstration. The Demonstration’s budget neutrality model will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

Copies of this letter are being sent electronically to all members of the General Assembly, in accordance with T.C.A. § 71-5-104(b). In addition, a summary of Amendment 1 (including a draft version of the amendment itself) is available on the TennCare website located at http://www.tn.gov/tenncare/.

Please let us know if you have comments or questions.

Sincerely,

Stephen Smith  
Director, Division of TennCare

cc: The Honorable Members of the General Assembly
AFFIDAVIT • STATE OF TENNESSEE • HAMILTON COUNTY

Before me personally appeared Jim Stevens, who being duly sworn that he is the Legal Sales Representative of the CHATTANOOGA TIMES FREE PRESS, and that the Legal Ad of which the attached is a true copy, has been published in the above named newspaper and on the corresponding newspaper website on the following dates, to-wit:

Chattanooga Times Free Press: 02/24/21; TimesFreePress.com: 02/24/21.

And that there is due or has been paid the CHATTANOOGA TIMES FREE PRESS for publication the sum of $483.90. (Includes $10.00 Affidavit Charge).

Sworn to and subscribed before me this date: 02/25/2021

My Commission Expires 02/28/2023
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN TENNCARE III DEMONSTRATION
AMENDMENT 1

The Commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance & Administration is providing official notification of intent to file an amendment to the TennCare III Demonstration. This amendment, which will be known as “Amendment 1,” will be filed with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

In Amendment 1, the state is requesting the following modifications to the TennCare demonstration:

• Integrate services for members with intellectual disabilities into the TennCare managed care program;
• Transition the care of children receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits from the TennCare Select health plan to one of the other health plans that serves TennCare members;
• Assign inmates of public institutions to the TennCare Select health plan; and
• Extend TennCare’s medication therapy management pilot program for 12 months.

More detail on these proposed modifications is included in the state’s draft amendment located at https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/Amendment1DraftVersion.pdf.

Amendment 1 will not result in any increase or decrease in enrollment in the TennCare demonstration. TennCare eligibility and benefits are not affected by Amendment 1 (except for the extension of the state’s medication therapy management benefit for 12 months).

Implementation of Amendment 1 is expected to result in an increase of approximately $1 billion in annual aggregate expenditures under the TennCare demonstration. This increase will be new expenditures for TennCare, but under Amendment 1 these expenditures will be integrated into the larger managed care program authorized under the state’s 1115 demonstration. As part of this amendment, the aggregate budget neutrality cap applied to the TennCare demonstration will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

This is the second public notice that TennCare has posted about these proposed changes. TennCare’s first public notice period regarding these proposed changes took place from November 9, 2020, through December 11, 2020. At that time, these modifications were included in a draft application to extend the TennCare II demonstration (the precursor to the TennCare III demonstration).

With the approval of the TennCare III demonstration on January 8, 2021, the state is not proceeding with its application to extend the TennCare II demonstration. Instead, the proposed changes that were included in the TennCare II public notice will now be submitted to CMS as a standalone amendment (Amendment 1) to the TennCare III demonstration.

In order to ensure maximum transparency, the state is providing a new public notice regarding these proposed changes. Members of the public who wish to comment on the proposed amendment may do so through either of the following options:

• Comments may be sent by email to public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov.
• Comments may be mailed to Aaron Butler, Director of Policy Division of TennCare 375 Great Circle Road Nashville, TN 37243.

In order to be considered for the final draft of Amendment 1, comments must be received no later than March 5, 2021.

In addition, TennCare will hold an additional public hearing on these proposed changes at 11:00 a.m. CT on March 5, 2021. This hearing will be held electronically. Members of the public interested in attending this hearing may access the event at https://tngov.webex.com/meet/JReeve on the morning of March 5, 2021.

Individuals with disabilities or individuals with limited English proficiency who wish to participate in the hearing and who may require language or communication assistance to do so should contact Talley Olson of TennCare’s Office of Civil Rights Compliance by phone at (855) 857-1673 or by email at HCFA.fairtreatment@tn.gov prior to the date of the hearing.


We do not treat people in a different way because of their race, color, birthplace, language, age, disability, religion, or sex. https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/members-applicants/civil-rights-compliance.html
TENNCARE BUREAU STAT
310 GREAT CIRCLE ROAD
NASHVILLE, TN 37243

This is not an invoice

Affidavit of Publication

STATE OF WISCONSIN
County of Brown

Personally appeared before me, said Legal clerk of MEMPHIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, a corporation, publishers of The Commercial Appeal, morning and Sunday paper, published in Memphis, Tennessee, who makes oath in due form of law that she is Legal Clerk of the said Memphis Publishing Company, and that the accompanying and hereto attached notice was published in the following edition of The Commercial Appeal to-wit:

02/25/2021

TENNCARE BUREAU STAT

307573

__________________________
Notary Public

Subscribe and sworn to before me this 25th day of February, 2021

My commission expires

# of Affidavits 1
Ad Number: 0004614823

KATHLEEN ALLEN
Notary Public
State of Wisconsin
Notice of Change in TennCare III Demonstration Amendment 1

The Commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance & Administration is providing official notification of intent to file an amendment to the TennCare III Demonstration. This amendment, which will be known as “Amendment I,” will be filed with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

In Amendment 1, the state is requesting the following modifications to the TennCare demonstration:
- Integrate services for members with intellectual disabilities into the TennCare managed care program;
- Transition the care of children receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits from the TennCare Select health plan to one of the other health plans that serves TennCare members;
- Assign inmates of public institutions to the TennCare Select health plan; and
- Extend TennCare’s medication therapy management pilot program for 12 months.

More detail on these proposed modifications is included in the state’s draft amendment located at https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents/2/Amendment1DraftVersion.pdf.

Amendment 1 will not result in any increase or decrease in enrollment in the TennCare demonstration. TennCare eligibility and benefits are not affected by Amendment 1 (except for the extension of the state’s medication therapy management benefit for 12 months).

Implementation of Amendment 1 is expected to result in an increase of approximately $1 billion in annual aggregate expenditures under the TennCare demonstration. Note that these are not new expenditures for TennCare, but under Amendment 1 these expenditures will be integrated into the larger managed care program authorized under the state’s 1115 demonstration. As part of this amendment, the aggregate budget neutrality cap applied to the TennCare demonstration will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

This is the second public notice that TennCare has posted about these proposed changes. TennCare’s first public notice period regarding these proposed changes took place from November 9, 2020, through December 11, 2020. At that time, these modifications were included in a draft application to extend the TennCare II demonstration (the precursor to the TennCare III demonstration).

With the approval of the TennCare III demonstration on January 8, 2021, the state is not proceeding with its application to extend the TennCare II demonstration. Instead, the proposed changes that were described in the TennCare II public notice will now be submitted to CMS as a standalone amendment (Amendment 1) to the TennCare III demonstration.

In order to ensure maximum transparency, the state is providing a new public notice regarding these proposed changes. Members of the public who wish to comment on this proposed amendment may do so until March 5, 2021. Individuals and organizations that submitted comments on these proposed changes during the prior public notice period do not need to re-submit these comments. TennCare is in receipt of and is reviewing all comments received in response to its November public notice.

Members of the public who wish to comment on the proposed amendment may do so through either of the following options:
- Comments may be sent by email to public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov.
- Comments may be mailed to
  Aaron Butler, Director of Policy
  Division of TennCare
  310 Great Circle Road
  Nashville, TN 37243.

In order to be considered for the final draft of Amendment 1, comments must be received no later than March 5, 2021.

In addition, TennCare will hold an additional public hearing on these proposed changes at 11:00 a.m. CT on March 5, 2021. This hearing will be held electronically. Members of the public interested in attending this hearing may access the event at https://tn.gov.webex.com/meet/JRoewe on the morning of March 5, 2021.

Individuals with disabilities or individuals with limited English proficiency who wish to participate in the hearing and who may require language or communication assistance to do so should contact Tolley Olson of TennCare’s Office of Civil Rights Compliance by phone at (833) 897-1673 or by email at HCFA.treatment@tn.gov prior to the date of the hearing.

We do not treat people in a different way because of their race, color, birth place, language, age, disability, religion, or sex. https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/members-applicants/civil-rights-compliance.html
AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION

0004615198
Newspaper  Jackson Sun

State of Tennessee

Account Number  NAS-00381001
Advertiser  BUREAU OF TENNCARE

BUREAU OF TENNCARE
310 GREAT CIRCLE RD
NASHVILLE, TN
37243

Jackie Cooper, Sales Assistant for the above mentioned newspaper, hereby certify that the attached advertisement appeared in said newspaper on the following dates:

02/25/21

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of March, 2021

Notary Public
Teresa Hicks makes the oath that she is a Representative of The Johnson City Press, a daily newspaper published in Johnson City, in said County and State, and that the advertisement was published in said paper for 1 insertion(s) commencing on 2-24-2021 and ending on 2-24-2021.

Sworn to and Subscribed before me this

Month 2
Day 24
Year 2021

Marsha McNalley
Notary Public

My commission expires on 11/30/2024

This legal notice was published online at www.johnsoncitypress.com and www.publicnoticeads.com during the duration of the run dates listed. This publication fully complies with Tennessee Code Annotated 1-3-20.
THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS  
204 W. Main Street  
Johnson City, TN 37604  

AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION  

AD# 1546910  

DATE: 2-24-2021

Notice of Change in TennCare II Demonstration Amendment 1

The Commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance & Administration is providing official notification of intent to file an amendment to the TennCare III Demonstration. Amendment 1, which will be known as "Amendment 1," will be filed with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

In Amendment 1, the state is requesting the following modifications to the TennCare demonstration:

- Transition the care of children receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits from the TennCare Select health plan to one of the other health plans that serves TennCare members;
- Assign inpatients of public institutions to the TennCare Select health plan;
- Extend TennCare's medication therapy management pilot program for 12 months.

More detail on these proposed modifications is included in the state's draft amendment available at https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tenncare/documents/Amendment1.pdf. Amendment 1 will not result in any increase or decrease in enrollment in the TennCare demonstration. TennCare eligibility and benefits are not affected by Amendment 1 (except for the extension of the state's medication therapy management benefit for 12 months).

Implementation of Amendment 1 is expected to result in an increase of approximately $1 billion in annual aggregate expenditures under the TennCare demonstration. Note that these are not new expenditures for TennCare, but under Amendment 1 these expenditures will be integrated into the larger managed care program authorized under the state's 1115 demonstration. As part of this amendment, the aggregate budget neutrality cap applied to the TennCare demonstration will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

This is the second public notice that TennCare has posted about these proposed changes. TennCare's first public notice period regarding these proposed changes took place from November 9, 2020, through December 11, 2020. At that time, these modifications were included in a draft application to extend the TennCare II demonstration (the precursor to the TennCare III demonstration).

With the approval of the TennCare III demonstration on January 8, 2021, the state is not proceeding with its application to extend the TennCare II demonstration. Instead, the proposed changes that were described in the TennCare II public notice will now be submitted to CMS as part of the proposed amendment (Amendment 1) to the TennCare III demonstration.

In order to ensure maximum transparency, the state is providing a new public notice regarding these proposed changes. Members of the public who wish to comment on the proposed amendment may do so until March 5, 2021. Individuals and organizations that submitted comments on these proposed changes during the prior public notice period do not need to re-submit those comments. TennCare will review all comments received in response to its November public notice.

Members of the public who wish to comment on the proposed amendment may do so through either of the following options:

- Comments may be sent by email to public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov.
- Comments may be mailed to Aaron Butler, Director of Policy Division of TennCare 310 Great Circle Road Nashville, TN 37243.

In order to be considered for the final draft of Amendment 1, comments must be received no later than March 5, 2021.

In addition, TennCare will hold an additional public hearing on these proposed changes at 11:00 a.m. CT on March 9, 2021. This hearing will be held electronically. Members of the public interested in attending this hearing may access the event at https://tn.gov/healthcare/tncare/meetings/events on the morning of March 5, 2021.

Individuals with disabilities or individuals with limited English proficiency who wish to participate in the hearing and who may require language or communication assistance to do so should contact Tanya Olson of TennCare's Office of Civil Rights Compliance by phone at (865) 357-1873 or by email at HGFA.fairtreatment@tn.gov, prior to the date of the hearing.

ATENCION: si habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-855-259-0701 (TTY) 1-800-648-0238.

We do not treat people in a different way because of their race, color, birth place, language, age, disability, religion, or sex. These changes will not affect the state's Medicaid program. TennCare is the state's Medicaid program.

This legal notice was published on www.publicnotices.com during the required time period and complies with Tennessee Code.
STATE OF TN BUREAU OF TENNCARE
310 GREAT CIRCLE ROAD ATT JONA

NASHVILLE, TN 37243

State of Wisconsin)}

County of Brown}

Before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said county, this did personally come said legal clerk first duly sworn, according to law, says that he/she is a duly authorized representative of The Knoxville News-Sentinel, a daily newspaper published at Knoxville, in said county and state, and that the advertisement of

(The Above-Referenced)

of which the annexed is a copy, was published in said paper on the following date(s):

02/24/2021

and that the statement of account herewith is correct to the best of his/her knowledge, information, and belief

Legal Clerk

Subscribed and sworn to before me this February 24 2021

Notary Public

My commission expires August 6, 2021

Publication Cost: $358.56
Ad No: 0004615108
Customer No: 1318536

# of Affidavits 1
This is not an invoice
Notice of Change in TennCare III Demonstration Amendment 1

The Commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance & Administration is providing official notification of intent to file an amendment to the TennCare III Demonstration. This amendment, which will be known as "Amendment 1," will be filed with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS).

In Amendment 1, the state is requesting the following modifications to the TennCare demonstration:

- Integrate services for members with intellectual disabilities into the TennCare managed care program;
- Transition the care of children receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits from the TennCare Select health plan to one of the other health plans that serves TennCare members;
- Assign inpatients of public institutions to the TennCare Select health plan; and
- Extend TennCare's medication therapy management pilot program for 12 months.

More detail on these proposed modifications is included in the state's draft amendment located at https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tennessee/documents3/DraftVersion_3.pdf.

Amendment 1 will not result in any increase or decrease in enrollment in the TennCare demonstration. TennCare eligibility and benefits are not affected by Amendment 1 (except for the extension of the state's medication therapy management benefit for 12 months).

Implementation of Amendment 1 is expected to result in an increase of approximately $1 billion in annual departmental expenditures under the TennCare demonstration. Note that these are not new expenditures for TennCare, but under Amendment 1 these expenditures will be integrated into the larger managed care program authorized under the state’s 1115 demonstration. As part of this amendment, the appropriate budget neutrality can be applied to the TennCare demonstration will be adjusted to reflect the integration of these services.

This is the second public notice that TennCare has issued about these proposed changes. TennCare's first public notice period regarding these proposed changes took place from November 9, 2020, through December 11, 2020. At that time, these modifications were included in a draft application to extend the TennCare III demonstration (the precursor to the TennCare III demonstration).

With the approval of the TennCare III demonstration on January 8, 2021, the state is not proceeding with its application to extend the TennCare II demonstration. Instead, the proposed changes that were described in the TennCare II public notice will now be submitted to CMS as a standalone amendment (Amendment 1) to the TennCare III demonstration.

In order to ensure maximum transparency, the state is providing a new public notice regarding these proposed changes. Members of the public who wish to comment on this proposed amendment may do so until March 4, 2021. Individuals and organizations that submitted comments on these proposed changes during the prior public notice period do not need to re-submit those comments. TennCare is in receipt of all comments received in response to its November public notice.

Members of the public who wish to comment on the proposed amendment may do so through either of the following options:

- Comments may be sent by email to public.notice.tennesseet@tn.gov.
- Comments may be mailed to:

  Aaron Butler, Director of Policy Division at TennCare
  610 Green Circle Road
  Nashville, TN 37243.

In order to be considered for the final draft of Amendment 1, comments...
In addition, TeenCare will hold an additional public hearing on these proposed changes at 11:00 a.m. CT on March 5, 2021. This hearing will be held electronically. Members of the public interested in attending this hearing may access the event at https://join.gov.webex.com/meet/JohnReeve on the morning of March 5, 2021.

Individuals with disabilities or individuals with limited English proficiency who wish to participate in the hearing and who may require language or communication assistance to do so should contact Talley Ohsen at TeenCare’s Office of Civil Rights Compliance by phone at (855) 857-1623 or by email at HCFA.hostright@hhs.gov prior to the date of the hearing.


We do not treat people in a different way because of their race, color, birth place, language, age, disability, religion, or sex. https://www.dhcfp.maine.gov/teencare/members-applicants/civil-rights-compliance.html
AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION

0004615193
Newspaper Leaf Chronicle

State of Tennessee
Account Number NAS-00381001
Advertiser BUREAU OF TENNCARE

BUREAU OF TENNCARE
310 GREAT CIRCLE RD
NASHVILLE, TN
37243

Sales Assistant for the above mentioned newspaper,

hereby certify that the attached advertisement appeared in said newspaper on the following dates:

02/25/21

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of March 2021

Notary Public

Tear Sheet Attached

Affidavits Requested:

Re: Amendment - TennCare III Demonstration

0004615193 NOTICE OF CHANGE IN TENNCARE III

Donna Walker
State of Tennessee
Notary Public
Davidson County
My Commission Expires 05/03/21
JANICR CLASSIC SUDOKU

In the top left corner of the puzzle, each number can appear only once in each row, column and 3x3 block. Use logic and process elimination to solve the puzzle. The difficulty level ranges from Brown (easiest) to Silver to Gold (hardest).

The customer's journey is complex. Marketing to them doesn't have to be.
AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION

0004615186
Newspaper  The Tennessean

State of Tennessee

Account Number  NAS-00381001
Advertiser  BUREAU OF TENNCARE

BUREAU OF TENNCARE
310 GREAT CIRCLE RD
NASHVILLE, TN
37243

Sales Assistant for the above mentioned newspaper,

hereby certify that the attached advertisement appeared in said newspaper on the following dates:

02/25/21

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of March 2021

Notary Public
**Classifieds**

**General Merchandise**

*Records & CDs Wanted* - LPs/45s/78s, Personal & DJ Collections, Promo Items, Old Stock etc. CASH PAID. 615-256-6763

*Selling a Home* - Must Sell! 2500sf, 4 BR, 2 BA, Brick, Bd. Walk, Open Floor Plan, Tastefully Updated, South Franklin Schools. $319,000. Arcade Deduction. 615-394-3498

**Jobs**

*Customer Service Technician (Remote)* - Paid Weekly. 24-Hour Emergency Service. In the morning, customers call us, in the middle of the day, we call them. 615-832-2420

**Domestic Pets**

*Border Collie Puppies* - registered, beautiful, healthy, AKC registered. We are a family owned business with over 12 years experience raising quality puppies. Mom is on site. 615-788-3295.

*PUG, CKC puppies ready March 6. Parents on site. (931)629-7957 or (931)279-8751*

**Real Estate**

*Cars* - 2019 Honda Civic EX 2.0. Low miles. loaded. $14,000. 615-873-0101

*SU* - 2005 Land Rover Discovery HSE. $6,500. 615-397-0126

**SALE** - 1997 Ford Mustang Convertible. Soft top. 27,000 miles. $2,700. 615-397-0126

**Homes For Rent** - 5311 Grafton Drive, Spring Hill. 2400 sf, 4 BR, 3 BA, 2 Car Garage, Close to schools, City Park. $1,400. 615-254-5858

**Lawn - Garden Care**

*RECORDS & CDs WANTED* - LPs/45s/78s, Personal & DJ Collections, Promo Items, Old Stock etc. CASH PAID. 615-256-6763

*Silver Leaf Antiques* - fine glassware, pottery, pewter, antiques, and vintage. Open Tuesday through Sunday 10:00 AM to 05:00 PM. 930 North 1st Street, Pulaski, TN

**Business Service**

*Home Improvement* - Set Up New Systems, Estimator Services, Lic/Ins. & Bonded. 615-394-6464

*Tree Removal* - 10% discount for Tennessean subscribers. 615-394-2498

*Tree Service* - FREE Estimate. 615-394-2498

**Domestic Pets**

*Domestic Pets* - All species,_absolute confidentiality. 615-394-2498

**Advertisements**


**Pets**

*Adopt Me* - Pet Adoption. 615-254-5858

**Classifieds**

*Classifieds Phone: 800.828.4237*
STATE OF TENNESSEE
COUNTY OF OBION

Personally appeared before me, the undersigned Notary Public for Obion County, Tennessee, _______ David CRITCHLOW, who on oath says he is the publisher of the Union City Daily Messenger, a daily newspaper of general circulation, published at Union City in said county and state, and that the hereto attached

Notice of Change

Notice was published in said paper for 1 consecutive days as follows:

2/23/2021

Publisher

Publisher’s Fee $ 380.09

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of February 2021

Notary Public
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ON SERVICE

PLACE YOUR AD BEFORE 12 NOON FOR NEXT DAY PUBLICATION!

MURRAY, KY

TOYOTA OF MURRAY

1907 S. 12th • Murray, KY

270-753-4961

www.toyotaofmurray.com

G & G AUTO SALES

1100 Chickasaw Dr. • South Fulton, TN

731-479-0533

JERRY WARD AUTOPLEX

524 E. Reelfoot Ave. • Union City, TN

731-599-1199

www.jerryswardautoplex.com

CAR MART

1567 E. Reelfoot Ave. • Union City, TN

731-886-0360

www.HermanJenkins.com

HERMAN JENKINS MOTORS

2030 W. Reelfoot Ave. • Union City, TN

731-885-2811

www.HermanJenkins.com

SOUTHERLANDS USED CARS

2660 Lake Dr. • Union City, TN

731-885-2518

Auto Directory

LOOKING FOR A NEW OR USED VEHICLE?

Find a dealer with ease with this local directory:

1

MURRAY, KY

TOYOTA OF MURRAY

1907 S. 12th • Murray, KY

270-753-4961

www.toyotaofmurray.com

2

G & G AUTO SALES

1100 Chickasaw Dr. • South Fulton, TN

731-479-0533

3

JERRY WARD AUTOPLEX

524 E. Reelfoot Ave. • Union City, TN

731-599-1199

www.jerryswardautoplex.com

4

CAR MART

1567 E. Reelfoot Ave. • Union City, TN

731-886-0360

www.HermanJenkins.com

5

HERMAN JENKINS MOTORS

2030 W. Reelfoot Ave. • Union City, TN

731-885-2811

www.HermanJenkins.com

SOUTHERLANDS USED CARS

2660 Lake Dr. • Union City, TN

731-885-2518

Your Personal Guide to Area SALES & SERVICES

for Home, Business & Personal Needs

CALL THE MESSENGER CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT TODAY

AND ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE MESSENGER CLASSIFIED: 935-9447

885-0744

OUR ADS REACH OVER 40,000 READERS MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS: Advertisingpublished in The Messenger Classified Section is accepted in the premise that users are responsible for its content. The Publisher as well as its copyists are innocent of the contents and do not guarantee it. They are not responsible for any loss or damage which may be suffered by any person relying on any representation made in the space, or for any error, omission, or misprint. The Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject any advertisement, or to charge a lesser or greater rate than that advertised. This offer is not open to advertising agencies. All correct entries are paid for in advance. The Publisher will not pay for returns of undelivered copies. All ads are subject to approval by the Publisher.
Attachment B
Public Comments
I am the parent of a young man who has intellectual disabilities, Autism, and severe behavior issues. I am wondering if Personal Assistance Services are on the state’s radar for families wanting to keep their children at home forever or as long as possible.

I have reviewed the state’s concept paper and addition information and I am concerned that I have not seen any questions or information regarding Personal Assistance Services. This service is a lifeline for my family and allows us to be able to keep our family intact. Therefore, we are very concerned about the future of Personal Assistance and want to let it be known that many families, like ourselves, depend on this vital service in order to provide a safe environment for our loved one. Not just safety is provided, Personal Assistance supports in increasing independence even though his needs are great.

The availability of Personal Assistance had been significant for the quality of life we desire for our family. I am sure, as with other working families, our needs for our adult children being care for are not limited to the time the Community Based/participation hours provide. As a student in school the Personal Assistance hours provided for a portion of the day. We utilize the full day service and Personal Assistance during the evening and weekends. He is able to attend violin lesson and therapeutic riding which is only possible for us with this service in place. Our work schedules vary, and this support is crucial to assuring he has support for the activities that he so desires to have.

We, along with many other families, desire to keep our family together. We desire to keep our children in our homes forever or as long as absolutely possible. Personal Assistance makes that possible for us. Because of high behavior needs and inability to be alone, it is vital that our son is covered 24 hours a day. With the support from PAs we are ensured that our family can stay together.

My concern is that perhaps state officials do not understand or realize the degree that Personal Assistance is needed for some individuals.

It is vital that these services are retained for our family and all the families now and in the future who need this extra support Personal Assistance provides. This lifeline cannot be broken. We are so grateful that our family been able to stay together.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth and Larry Osborne
I appreciate the waiver program. My daughter has received services since she had to leave high school at 21. Laura is severely disabled and requires 24 hour care. She has the cognitive ability of a seven month old. She has to be fed bathed diapered etc. Two people must be with her to transfer her and take care of her. She is 37 and likes to be here in our home. I hope the waiver program will continue. Thanks. Ruth Gent

Get Outlook for Android
My son is the employment and community first choices this is the best program that I've found for my adult son that is intellectual and also has autism.

And our case manager Chrystall is awesome and we really want to keep this program. He is doing so good since we have a plan in place and I am so thankful that we have community and based services be and my son loves his case manager.

Thanks,
Michele
Good Morning Mr. Smith,

Hope all is safe and well with you and family.

We have been requesting a change in the ECF program for a while now where a parent caregiver can get paid to provide DSP services. Now with the integration, we would like for members in the ECF program to get the same help that members in the DIDD waiver receive. As you are aware, DIDD waiver supports families in this manner.

We attended the TennCare public hearing held last week. We are writing this to you as noted in the meeting.

My name is Sheela Ramachandran and I am the parent and conservator for Shiva Kumar Bhaskar who is 24 years old with Autism and intellectual disability. Shiva stays home with us.

Shiva is non-verbal, has unique and limited communication ability, extreme behavior including aggression and very challenging hygiene needs. He needs 24x7 supervision and support to help with everyday activities. At 6' 2" and nearly 300 Lbs, one has to understand him and his condition very well to keep the day incident free from issues arising out of behavior. We have not been successful in hiring reliable and efficient caregivers that can handle Shiva.

We have tried various caregivers through agencies to work with Shiva as a personal assistant for the past couple of years. No one has been able to cope with Shiva's unique needs effectively. The turnover of staff does not help either. We are providing the care and as a result, I have not been able to pursue a job. This has been a drain financially for us.

I would like to ask the TennCare Consumer Direction program to allow someone living in the home (namely, me) to be paid as the caregiver. Expecting that this can take place now as part of the ECF/DIDD integration. (I am a trained DSP)

Please let us know if you would like additional details to help with furthering our case. You can contact me on this email or on my mobile at (615) 414-3594.

Appreciate you looking into our case and letting us know the next steps to make the policy change happen at the earliest.

Thank you

Sheela
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith  
   TennCare Director

From: Phillip Garner, Executive Director  
       Buffalo River Services, Inc.

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Buffalo River Services, Inc. is a private non-profit corporation licensed and contracted by the State of Tennessee to provide services to adults with disabilities. BRS Inc. had its beginning in 1972 as Wayne County Skills, Inc. with the purpose of providing services to individuals with developmental disabilities in Wayne County only. Since that time BRS, Inc. has developed into a multi-county, decentralized agency. We have received recognition for excellence as we have gained success in transitioning from a "facilities-based" and "organization centered" operation to a "community based" and "person-centered" provider. We are recognized today as a viable and important asset to our communities and the individuals we serve.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6,
2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined
expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support
such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

Phillip Garner, Executive Director, Buffalo River Services

CC Board of Directors Buffalo River Services
December 10, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith
    TennCare Director

From: Donald Redden, Executive Director

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Developmental Services of Dickson County is a not-for-profit organization that provides a variety of supports for people with disabilities in the western portion of Middle Tennessee. We currently support over 100 adults in long-term services in the 1915 and ECF CHOICES waivers.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II-1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s
managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we support, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated.
Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.
Our agency's leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

[Redacted]

Donald Redden

Executive Director
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith  
TennCare Director

From: Tim Ryerson  
President & CEO  
Easter Seals TN, Inc.

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Easter Seals TN, Inc. is an affiliate of National Easter Seals, which is America’s largest nonprofit health care organization and has been providing services to people with disabilities for over 100 years. Easter Seals, TN, Inc. provides services to approximately 350 children and adults in middle and west Tennessee, often reaching those in the some of the most rural counties in our state. Easter Seals TN, Inc. provides services through both 1915c and 1115 waivers and has recently expanded services to include behavioral health services in addition to the HCBS, LTSS services traditionally offered by similar agencies. This service expansion demonstrates our commitment to providing comprehensive, person-centered supports and services to the most vulnerable citizens of our state.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be...
sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the members we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of members, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to
move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated.

   Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is...
not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

Tim Ryerson
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith
    TennCare Director

From: Heartland Services
    1101 Wagner Drive
    Sevierville, TN 37862

Heartland Services, a private nonprofit agency, provides a wide range of professional training and rehabilitation services to approximately 90 individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities in six East Tennessee counties.

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries; individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least

Heartland Services, Inc.
a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g., Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers. Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the
   • concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for
consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.
Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

Joyce Hughes

Executive Director

Heartland Services
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith  
   TennCare Director

From: Ann Williams  
   State Director

CC: Theirl Jarman, Executive Director  
    Kevin Ikenberry, Chief Legal Officer

Subject: Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Independent Opportunities, Inc. (IOI) is a non-profit provider of services for individuals with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities. We are currently providing services in the Middle and East Regions with five offices across our service delivery area (Columbia, Nashville, Cookeville, Jamestown, and Knoxville). We support approximately 110 individuals served through the 1915c, ECF, and Choices waivers. These services include: Supported Living, Medical Residential, Medical Supported Living, Community Participation and Wrap Around, Personal Assistance and Transportation, Family Model Residential, Respite, and Employment Services.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of
meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, and prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. The definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:

   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers' ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO's in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers' needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

Ann Williams
TN State Director
November 13, 2020

Via U.S. mail and Email

Mr. Brad Turner, Commissioner
Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
UBS Tower, 8th Floor
315 Deaderick Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1403

Mr. Stephen Smith, Esq., Deputy Commissioner/Director
Division of TennCare
310 Great Circle Road
Nashville, TN 37243

Mr. Jordan Allen, Deputy Commissioner
Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities
UBS Tower, 8th Floor
315 Deaderick Street
Nashville, TN 37243-1403

Ms. Patti Killingsworth, Assistant Commissioner/Director of Long Term Services and Supports
Division of TennCare
310 Great Circle Road
Nashville, TN 37243

Re: Joint TennCare/DIDD Proposed IDD Integration of --MLTSS, Comment by Disability Rights Tennessee

Dear All:

Disability Rights Tennessee (DRT) is the state’s federally mandated and legally based Protection & Advocacy agency, which seeks to protect the rights of Tennesseans with disabilities. As the Executive Director and Legal Director, we write to give you DRT’s comments on the proposed Joint TennCare/DIDD Proposed IDD Integration into Managed Long Term Services and Supports (MLTSS), as now presented, as well as the Draft of the TennCare II Demonstration. The comments and questions we have will be both in specific areas and in general. Rather than use the portal we have chosen this format to more fully develop and present our concerns.
We have many more particular concerns/comments but wish to focus on those which are most important.

Let us say initially that we have met extensively with Commissioner Turner, Deputy Commissioner Allen and Assistant Commissioner/Director Killingsworth. Their time and efforts at answering our questions are very much appreciated, as well as the many documents produced by the agencies involved that they shared. We understand, appreciate and applaud the concepts of providing more adequate and appropriate services as well as providing more cost-effective services, assuming they are adequate and appropriate. We also applaud the goal of reducing the waiting list for services. We think, for instance, that the commitment to continuing the protection from harm and quality assurance protocols developed by DIDD are very worthwhile steps and to be commended.

We also applaud the concept of sending day to day supervision of the ECF waiver to DIDD as well as maintaining the three 1915(c) HCBS waivers under DIDD. DIDD clearly has extensive experience in and commitment to this process. We appreciate particularly the efforts to find creative and innovative ways to serve persons with IDD, especially as it involves better use of technology where appropriate. DIDD clearly has the legislative mandate as well as the organizational expertise to manage all the waivers serving persons with IDD.

However, as they say, the devil is in the details. From review of the various documents produced by DIDD and TennCare it appears that there are a number of concerns and/or unaddressed issues. We will address those below in an attempt at order.

**MCO COMPENSATION AND AUTHORITY, FREEDOM OF CHOICE, AND NETWORK ADEQUACY**

The amount of compensation, and the way in which MCOs will be paid, is a primary issue and, at best, undefined. On top of that, no new revenue sources have been identified. Much to do has been made of the anticipated receipt of $34.4 million new tax dollars from the MCO premium tax, but that tax revenue must come from somewhere and it would come out of waiver expenditures and then be applied to avoiding service cuts through increased state dollars to be matched by federal dollars. It cannot both avoid services cuts and pay MCOs. What exactly will the additional $65 million be used for?

The Overview document states at page 15 that:

"The reimbursement methodology for ICFs/IID will be restructured to reflect both the higher acuity of individuals receiving these services, and to reflect value-based incentives for specific outcomes that lead to integrated community living."

This section is fraught with peril, especially for persons with severe disabilities. Reimbursement methodology for HCBS waiver services, mostly in the CAC waiver, is currently comprised of a fee
for services system based on levels, such as 6-2. Reimbursement methodology for ICFs currently is comprised of what is essentially a Comptroller’s audit of each facility and a setting of rates for reimbursement based on that methodology, i.e., cost-based reimbursement. Threatening the fee for service system for HCBS providers will likely mean the service is not provided, creating a “gap” in service or a “network adequacy” issue, or the cost based reimbursement methodology threatens the financial viability of ICFs/IDD.

That last issue in turn threatens the viability and reality of the “freedom of choice” provisions of the Medicaid statute. If beds are financially unviable or beds are “repurposed” then there are less beds and “freedom of choice” is threatened.

Likewise, “freedom of choice” is threatened by the “individualized case review process” of all ICF/IID placements that DIDD, TennCare and the MCOs are supposed to start on July 1, 2022 based on determining which individuals “can be supported in a more integrated setting and following a Community Informed Choice Process.” (See, Draft TennCare II Demonstration, p. 12.) What exactly is a “Community Informed Choice Process” given that all persons presently in an ICF/IID facility have been through exactly that process? Or was the process as completed then done incorrectly? If you limit “choice” and reduce funds available for services by adding on administrative costs for MCOs, then there will not be a “Community Informed Choice Process” (Draft TennCare II Demonstration, p. 12.)

Such changes, in turn, sounds as though they seek to eliminate “freedom of choice.” How a proposed elimination of “freedom of choice” will be received by CMS under a new administration is at best questionable. It is an open question whether the waiver(s) as described in the Draft TennCare II Demonstration document can be legitimately approved by CMS.

**FREEDOM OF CHOICE AND NETWORK ADEQUACY COMMITMENT**

In the State’s various plans and agreements to end the Arlington Developmental Center and Clover Bottom Developmental Centers, it very explicitly agreed to guarantee the parents and families of persons at those facilities that their family member with a disability would always have freedom of choice and access to an ICF/IID level of care. We would respectfully suggest that the State uphold this commitment. If the State is abandoning its commitment to “freedom of choice” AND “network adequacy” as expressed in its approval of applications for certificates of need submitted by many providers, as well as expressed to Courts who took that commitment as gospel in approving the various Exit Plans, Closure Plans and orders of dismissal, then the State needs to directly say so and say why to all the families of persons with disabilities it made those commitments to. Then it needs to consider if it actually can, and/or should, do that?

The 2006 Settlement Agreement in the Arlington case which was approved by the Court provides:
"The State will honor the freedom-of-choice selection with respect to intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded ("ICF/MR") or waiver services for each class member."

Likewise, the Exit Plan for the Clover Bottom case clearly includes freedom of choice, see page 13, Section VIII and Exhibit D, also approved by the Court.

Precisely the same thing can be said with regard to those persons in Levels 6 and 4 of the Combined Aggregate Cap waivers since they have equivalent levels of need to persons in ICF/IID facilities. The State has made a commitment to them based on years of abuse experienced at the hands of the State. We know that Jordan Allen and Patti Killingsworth have seen the situation of persons who were at the institutions before closure. But if you had gone to the fourth floor of the Baker Building at Arlington and seen young people drawn into contractures from years of neglect; if you had gone to Nat T. Winston center and seen persons banging their head against a wall and being shot full of Thorazine or Haldol and then seen them in a community program being allowed to eat uncut up hot dogs and then choke to death on that same food; if you had gone to the dormitories at Clover Bottom and seen residents wandering around at night nearly naked or if your daughter had been raped by staff at Clover Bottom and then the staff had destroyed the evidence of that rape; if you had gone to the lower level of the administration building at Green valley and seen dozens of persons in side layers position with no effective physical therapy and no way to get out in event of fire; then you would see that families take the commitment to freedom of choice or network adequacy or the existence of a high level of waiver service very seriously indeed. They trusted that commitment. That commitment should be maintained rather than lessened. While everyone should be in the least restrictive alternative, they also absolutely should receive adequate and appropriate services as much as needed to receive active treatment. Whether MCOs and formulas understand that and are capable of carrying out the needed services are unknown.

The ongoing issue with this entire project is whether those persons with the most serious disabilities, whether they be medical, behavioral or other, will continue to get the "adequate and appropriate" active treatment they need. The State of Tennessee made a commitment, and it should be kept.

STUDIES OF MLTSS IN OTHER STATES

Studies of MLTSS programs in other states have consistently shown that there are a great many problems with MCOs understanding and being able to provide active treatment to serve persons with severe disabilities. To that end there is a very mixed set of results where similar moves have been tried in other states. A great many questions going to foundational issues have been raised.

For instance, a move similar to what Tennessee is preparing to attempt was recently adopted in Kansas. Applying the ten standards set out by CMS, a study published in the journal *Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities* based on a review of literature and in-depth interviews of persons
and agencies involved, made several findings which implicate this proposal set out by Tennessee for MLTSS.

See: https://meridian.allenpress.com/idd/article/55/2/84/2026/Implementation-of-Medicaid-Managed-Long-Term

Individuals with IDD are living longer and need more services as they grow older, therefore their services are more costly as they age. The evidence of managed care's ability to control costs while improving care is mixed (emphasis supplied). While many states are moving from traditional fee-for-service models the primary concern is the potential for reduced access to care, decreased consumer choice and less individualization of services and supports.

In Kansas, difficulties arose not only with access to providers and prescription medications but also confusion regarding the care coordination process. Participants identified that more time needed to be taken to plan the program in order to avoid confusion. A phased in approach was recommended.

MCOs were found to have a lot to learn about working with people with IDD. They needed to work to adapt their practices to meet the unique needs of adults with IDD. MCOs need to have IDD specific teams who have expertise in working with the IDD population.

More time for planning is needed to allow more opportunities to establish effective consumer education and enrollment strategies. An independent ombudsman is needed to address participant concerns. Additional time for planning would allow consideration of themes identified by participants, including stakeholder engagement, care coordination processes and access to services. The KanCare program was described as “rushed” and done “without much thought, without much discussion.” The few participants engaged did not feel their feedback was heard and were not clear about what happened with their feedback. “We didn’t feel like anything was done with that input.” The only answer given by KanCare was, “We’ll look at it and we’ll get back to you,” and they never did. The study concluded that states, at a minimum, must establish state sponsored stakeholder workgroups to help inform the design and oversight of the MLTSS programs.

In KanCare, providers were not always willing to work with individuals with more complex needs. KanCare instituted state oversight of providers so they had a continuity of care time period for individuals with IDD to maintain existing providers, which was critical to individuals with IDD. State oversight was critical to MLTSS programs to provide a comprehensive integrated package. The MCOs needed to continue to offer the same level of LTSS until the state approved or denied any request for reductions or changes. This state review also applied to any change to a new provider. But as in Tennessee, there were challenges in acquiring workers to provide approved services. Participants in the study noted, “They give you the service; the opportunity to have it, but finding somebody to provide service is a different story...”
It was noted that challenges could have been prevented if there had been a longer planning period and more meaningful stakeholder involvement. Stakeholders needed to understand how their feedback contributed to system change. There were problems identifying the roles of care coordination providers. There were problems with over half of providers of behavioral and physical health not accepting managed care enrollees' access to their services. Ultimately, provider capacity had to be improved.

**KANSAS STUDY AS APPLIED TO TENNESSEE**

Unaddressed in the entirety of proposals for developing MLTSS programs in Tennessee are: how the State and DIDD/TennCare will pay MCOs, where the payments will come from and how the State will develop capitation rates and fee-for-service (if it does) that do not either over- or under-pay health plans for the costs of services they provide as discussed in a study by the Center for Healthcare Strategies.


These rates, or any rates used to pay providers for services, must be established in accordance with actuarial standards of practice. That means they should cover or include all reasonable, appropriate, and attainable costs for the populations and services covered by the managed care contract. Potential unmet needs of both existing and new members of an MCO are difficult to predict and can pose a significant financial risk to managed care plans. As individuals are able to remain in the community longer and receive necessary services and supports, their LTSS costs are likely to increase. Likewise, persons who have been institutionalized and/or persons who are in the community and aging are likely to see their costs increase. This is not addressed.

There is no mention in the Draft, per the State's documents, announcing this initiative of the tools the State will use to address rate setting and cost issues.

**MCO ABILITY TO PROVIDE CARE TO LTSS POPULATION, NEED FOR ICF/IID AND CAC CARVE OUT**

There is much discussion in the general public about whether TennCare is dissatisfied with one or more of its existing MCOs to the point that it may wish to replace one or more of its current MCOs. Likewise, there is much discussion about the frustration of being unable to control MCOs. Is the MCO tail wagging the TennCare/DIDD dog? If these questions are even remotely true then taking on this experiment now is a very difficult challenge that needs more time, study and reflection. Again, suggested repeatedly in the Kansas study.

What consumers say about their care raises the issue of what MCOs do or may do about care. Within that question is the question of whether MCOs practice or will practice risk selection
against each other? The answer is yes. A study by the National Bureau of Economic Research shows that “capitation incentivizes insurers to retain low cost clients and thus improve their care relative to high cost clients, who they prefer would switch to a competitor.” Further, the study shows that there is “empirical evidence consistent with risk selection in one such setting, MMC (Medicaid Managed Care)” in Texas. Likewise, MMC in California showed “outcomes deteriorate.” And finally, any savings under MMC are partially offset by shifting toward safety net providers. See: pages 1-6 of https://www.nber.org/papers/w19198.pdf

Finally, when we look at managed care’s effect on outcomes, a study of the literature by the Medicaid and CHIP Payment Access Commission finds that “certain aspects of managed care, including defined provider networks and incentives to contain costs may counteract the objectives of improving the quality of care delivery.” And that “a capitated system that (gives) MCOs a set amount per enrollee and not on how much treatment is provided may create incentives to undertreat patients.”


With this merger comes a transition of DIDD and TennCare services fully to Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) and an expansion of MCO contracts from $6.5 billion to over $7 billion. By placing these services into private insurers’ plans, the State creates opportunity for risk to service recipients due to reduced oversight. The State’s current system, overseen by DIDD, has been reviewed and proven seaworthy, and shown to have generally safe and appropriate services for Tennesseans with disabilities. However, if DIDD is to effectively manage quality and consumer satisfaction with services, then it must have these programs in its own budget, not TennCare’s budget. DIDD must be the contractor with insurers, so it can sanction MCOs for non-performance and enforce network adequacy and quality of care by the MCOs. Without adequate oversight, families and advocates for people with disabilities fear that care for their loved ones could be diminished.

These fears are justified by experiences in other states. Studies of similar actions using capitated rates, such as in Kansas, have exposed negative outcomes and increased risks to recipients. In these cases, insurers demonstrated misunderstanding of serving persons with disabilities, an unwillingness to work with complex needs, and a tendency to retain low-cost clients and run off high-cost clients. MCOs must have adequate contract supervision; therefore, the State needs to ensure that DIDD has effective control of MCOs’ quality of services provided through its budget, contracts, oversight, and sanctions.

What these studies tell us from experience is that cherry picking and the provision of less service can only be eliminated by removing the high-cost service recipients from the MCO system, so the CAC waiver and ICF facilities, both private and State run (public) should be carved out of being part of an MCO in the demonstration waiver.
DIDD ABILITY TO MANAGE COMBINED IDD HCBS, ICF/IID AND ECF PROGRAMS

Those affected by this change would like to have assurance that the boat that they are jumping into is seaworthy. In the past, many individuals with disabilities were forced to live in now closed state-run developmental centers, where they often faced mental and physical abuse, and neglect. These experiences have left families of people with I/DD, particularly those with the most significant disabilities, afraid of any shift in services. Their main concern is the diminishment of their loved one’s quality of care, and that individuals with the most severe disabilities not be overlooked because their day-to-day needs are expensive. Navigating care for these individuals is something DIDD has shown it is capable of doing.

There are benefits to centralizing management of all waiver programs into DIDD. DIDD has long been the largest waiver services provider for persons with disabilities, so let’s take advantage of their experience and systems.

All involved want to ensure the needs of persons with disabilities are met and their well-being is protected. This could be best ensured through DIDD retaining budgetary and contractual control and oversight of the insurers providing services to Tennesseans with disabilities. Tennesseans with disabilities want programs sufficient to meet their needs in the community and it is the least they deserve.

RATING SCALE AND THE SUPPORTS INTENSITY SCALE (SIS)

Also, very much of concern is the suggested rating scale or test that DIDD and TennCare say will be used to make decisions. Page 16 of the Overview indicates that the Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) will be used to “measure(s) each individual’s needs in personal, work-related, and social activities in order to identify and describe the types and intensity of the supports as individual requires.” Although the Overview indicates that the SIS is a “valid” instrument, whether it actually is valid is an open question, especially as to those persons with more severe needs and disabilities. The same can be said for the SIS test “reliability.”

Even the author of the SIS says it needs an option to have an exception. The American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, which designed the SIS, says there needs to be a process to ask for an exception from the score.

NETWORK ADEQUACY AND COMPTROLLER’S PERFORMANCE AUDIT

In December of 2018 the Comptroller issued a performance audit of the Division of TennCare which focused, among other things, on the performance of two of Tennessee’s MCOs, specifically United Healthcare and Amerigroup. It notes, at page 47:

“Pursuant to Title 42, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 455, Section 1(a)(2), state Medicaid agencies must “have a method to verify whether services reimbursed by Medicaid were actually furnished to recipients.”

TennCare’s managed care contract also requires its MCCs to monitor and use information from the electronic visit verification system to verify:

- that services are provided as specified in the plan of care or [person-centered support plan],
- the plan is in accordance with the established schedule, including the amount, frequency, duration, and scope of each service, and
- that services are provided by the authorized provider/worker

All of this done to identify and immediately address service gaps, including late and missed visits.

The Director of Long-Term Services and Supports explained that Amerigroup and UnitedHealthcare have used the same electronic visit verification system vendor since 2015. During our audit period, the vendor’s system lacked sufficient business rules to identify and reject overlapping claims.

While the Comptroller audit is more about record keeping than anything else, it is not lost on anyone that there is great difficulty in showing that services that are supposed to be provided actually are. That difficulty leads to the issue of network adequacy and gaps in services as well as the similar issue of how the proposed consultation model will affect an already strained network in its efforts to provide the amount, duration and scope of services that ISPs call for.

NETWORK ADEQUACY IN THE REAL WORLD

Network adequacy in all its permutations is an issue addressed by CMS, MACPAC and others. It is clearly an issue with this proposed change. When Shannon Dowdy, who is in a life-threatening situation, cannot get, or only gets by a cobbled together situation where exhausted nurses work double shifts, the nursing services he needs and which the State has agreed he needs, then there is a gap in services and a network adequacy issue. When Shane Stinnett, who is a danger to himself and others because of his behaviors, cannot get into the Harold Jordan Center because the State cannot get sufficient staff at the Jordan Center, then there is a gap in services and a network adequacy issue. And that is not to say people are not trying, however, it is to say the network does not work the way it should.
The plan as set out in the Overview does not address how the network will develop adequacy standards or what those standards will be. Placing an additional level of bureaucracy which will bring additional costs, as yet undefined, to the system, is NOT going to solve that. The State would be better served to spend its time and resources to address the waiting list and to create additional pathways to the CAC waiver by creating additional slots and by increasing capacity at the Jordan Center. Otherwise, it can expect to pay a lot of emergency room and RMHI costs and still have tragedies. And, no, natural supports will not solve that. At best, natural supports put off the inevitable without addressing the problem.

MACPAC has identified several needs to address network adequacy needs. Some that would be particularly helpful here include: having a criterion for a minimum number of QUALIFIED providers, reporting requirements for gaps in services, any willing provider provisions, rate requirements, and single case agreement provisions. Those are not addressed in the Overview.

**STAFFING SHORTAGES IN DSPs AND NURSES/NURSING SERVICES**

The Overview indicates that DIDD will move toward the concept of using a consultative model for therapies including, behavioral, occupational, physical, and speech/language. The theory is that DSPs can be trained to do many of these functions. And yet all concerned freely admit that getting trained staff, who will stay and learn, may be the single biggest problem the system has.

One of the reasons the State agreed to close institutions and move persons to the community was to cut their costs and avoid paying state salaries and benefits to employees. ALWAYS at issue were the issues of staff turnover and salaries or wages. The State points out that DSPs must receive at least $10 per hour, which is all well and good. The problem is, of course, that those same staff can go to Target or Amazon or similar places and get paid $15 per hour and they don’t have to wipe bottoms, get yelled at, feed people who cannot feed themselves, or get hit in the face by a person with behavioral issues. Instead, they just move boxes and run cash registers and get 50% more. Where do you think they will work? How do you train them?

The nursing shortage is another critical shortage the Overview does not realistically address. Looking at pages 11-12 of the Overview, there is a wink and a nod to the need for more nurses and then the statement, “we must restructure the way nursing care is delivered.” Put another way, that sentence means we want a way around the Nurse Practice Act. How are you going to do that? It has been discussed for years and, simply put, it is an aspirational goal that won’t get done.

Between the Nurse Practice Act and the shortage of DSPs, caused almost entirely by salaries being inadequate, you have two critical issues which are unaddressed by the Overview or the Draft TennCare II Demonstration. This failure directly threatens the MLTSS project’s viability.
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

As we stated above, Disability Rights Tennessee supports the goal of integrating all HCBS, ICF/IID and ECF services under DIDD. It is both forward thinking and consistent with DIDD’s departmental mandate. The continuation of DIDD’s protection from harm, ISP development and use, and quality assurance systems is a necessary and good thing. Likewise, part of the stated goal is legitimate efficiency and cost saving through technology which, where appropriate, is a good idea. But the idea of throwing all ICF services under MCOs is of, at best, questionable utility and effectiveness, and likely to produce catastrophe. Additionally, the idea of not making CAC waiver services more broadly available does not meet the broader goal of network adequacy. ECF CHOICES is an excellent and effective program. However, ECF is not designed to serve persons with the most severe needs. Those persons with the most severe needs are ones who Deputy Commissioner Allen has described as having a program goal of merely surviving catastrophic disabilities to see another day. These persons have deep and abiding concerns about services under the new integration program as described in the Overview document, the Draft TennCare II Demonstration, and outlined above.

As always, we are happy and available to meet and discuss our concerns as you may feel appropriate. We appreciate the opportunity to comment.

Respectfully submitted,

Lisa Primm  
Executive Director  
Disability Rights Tennessee  
2 International Plaza, Suite 825  
Nashville, TN 37217  
lisap@disabilityrightstn.org

Jack W. Derryberry, Jr.  
Legal Director  
Disability Rights Tennessee  
2 International Plaza, Suite 825  
Nashville, TN 37217
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith
TennCare Director

From: George E. Stevens
Chief Executive Officer
Open Arms Care Corporation

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Open Arms Care Corporation (OACC) is a 501 (c) 3, organized to provide services to support people with intellectual and developmental disabilities to reach their maximum potential and lead dignified and meaningful lives. OACC has been providing Tennesseans with severe disabilities, ICF services for more than thirty (30) years through our statewide presence. We currently have 43 group homes, located in community settings around major population centers, including the nine built in 2016-17 at the request of the State of Tennessee to resolve the federal lawsuit.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.
We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Mixing the two is not a safe option as current ICF regulations do not provide for adequate management of severely mentally ill individuals in a community setting.

Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state operated institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers currently receiving/delivering services and those to come.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements for HCBS providers, requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending
the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short timeframe.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts as well as setting up of multiple billing arrangements to comply with various MCO’s.
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s experienced leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner. As the state’s largest ICF/IDD provider we welcome the opportunity to participate in the process.

Respectfully,

George Stevens

Confidentiality Notice. This transmission may be confidential or otherwise privileged communication. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you are strictly prohibited from disclosing, printing, copying or disseminating any of
this information. If you have received this message in error, please reply only to the sender and delete the message and all attachments.
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith
    TennCare Director

From: Tera Roberts
    Chief Executive Officer

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Orange Grove Center is the largest I/DD provider in the State of Tennessee, serving over a thousand people in our greater Chattanooga Area. As a 67 year old nonprofit, 501(c)3 corporation, we are gravely concerned about the proposed amendments and changes and how they will potential impact our community agency.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement,
and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:
1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a
successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner, without an implementation of sweeping changes that disrupts so many programs and systems at one time.

Respectfully,
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith  
TennCare Director

From: RHA Health Services

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

RHA Health Services is a statewide provider of services, serving members from Memphis to Kingsport, with a presence in all three regions of the state. We employ approximately 1,000 staff. RHA provides services across the service spectrum, to include ECF, ICF and DIDD waiver services.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD "Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.
We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs, including those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports.
needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.
Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,
Margaret Gartlruber, Sr. VP of Operations
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith  
    TennCare Director

From: Skills Development Services, Inc.

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

My name is Jane Edwards, and I am the Executive Director of Skills Development Services. We are an agency located in middle Tennessee, serving the counties of Coffee, Bedford, and Lincoln. Our agency provides residential, day, and employment services to 160 individuals, and employees 200 staff. We have been in existence for over forty years and believe our service is invaluable to the men and women we support as they live and participate in their communities with the assistance of staff.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the
group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:
1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a
successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

Jane Edwards, RN
Executive Director
Skills Development Services
(931)455-5107
jedwards@sds-tn.org
December 11, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith
   TennCare Director

From: Shannon Durbin
   President, Support Solutions of the Mid-South, LLC.

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

Support Solutions of the Mid-South, LLC. was approved in August 2005 by the Tennessee Department of Finance and Administration, Division of Mental Retardation Services to provide services under the Medicaid Waiver. Since its inception, Support Solutions has been a leader in providing supported living services for adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Currently we support close to 500 individuals with I/DD in LTSS across the state of Tennessee. Our key executive leaders and the managing member collectively have well over 200 years of experience in helping and providing services for individuals with developmental disabilities and/or mental illness. These leaders have taken their respective experiences and built a company that is committed to ensuring that all persons supported are “happy, healthy and safe”.

Our agency is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020 and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. Our agency will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed and will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

Our agency supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement,
and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.

We recommend that Tennessee establishes a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan below, and our specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state institutions must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value Based Payment arrangements
requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. Clarity of Goals: The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated. Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.

2. Clarity of Timeline: The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:
   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.
   b. The implementation of the new role of MCO’s in effecting network standards and Value Based Payment contracts
   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. Clarity of The Definition of Quality: The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.
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4. Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition: The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value Based Payments processes and competencies, as well as Capital to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

Our agency’s leadership stands ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

Respectfully,

Shannon Durbin, President
Stephen Smith, Director
Division of TennCare
310 Great Circle Road
Nashville, TN 37243

RE: Comments for TennCare II Demonstration

Dear Mr. Smith,

Members of TNCO respectfully submit the following comments for the TennCare II Demonstration under Section II. Narrative Description of Changes Being Requested:

- ICF/IID and 1915(c) waiver services will be administered through the managed care program (maintaining concurrent 1915(c) authority for waiver services and Medicaid State Plan authority for IFC/IID services). These benefits will be removed from Table 3 in the demonstration’s special terms and conditions (listing benefits carved out of the managed care program).

TNCO Comments: Will the ICF cost reimbursement structure remain the same? What will be the guidelines/methodology to determine reimbursement for services in ICF?

- ICF/IID services will include a Community Informed Choice process to ensure that individuals understand the full array of community-based options available to meet their needs, and having been fully informed, affirmatively choose institutional placement. This will better align the provision of ICF/IID services with federal law that did not exist when the benefit was first established (i.e., the Americans with Disabilities Act).

TNCO Comments: ICF providers are concerned that referrals will diminish for ICF given its institutional classification and want to ensure that a person-centered approach will still be taken to ensure those individuals with more complex health needs are able to choose this option from available services. ICF providers will struggle to provide this service for those still receiving the service if there are no referrals for open beds.

- Enabling Technology (ET) will be added as a benefit in Employment and Community First CHOICES, with Table 2d of the demonstration’s special terms and conditions and Attachment G modified accordingly. Limitations currently applicable to the Assistive Technology, Adaptive Equipment and Supplies (AT/AES) benefit will be applied across the ET and AT/AES benefits combined; however, an MCO may authorize services in excess of the combined benefit limit as a cost-effective alternative to institutional placement or other medically necessary covered benefits.

TNCO Comments: If ET looks for cost-effective measures that continue to benefit agencies and not cut funding, then providers agree that this is a positive thing. How will Appendix K be integrated with this such that the same technology benefits will be applicable across all services in 1115 to include the current 1915c services?

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Kristen Otto and Debi Gonzalez
TNCO Regulatory Chairs
December 10, 2020

To: Mr. Stephen Smith, TennCare Director via email public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov

From: Donna Goodaker, TNCO President, and Robin Atwood, TNCO Executive Director

Response to Proposed Amendments and Changes to Integrate and Transform Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (I/DD)

The Tennessee Community Organizations (TNCO) respectfully provides this input as part of the public comment for the proposed changes to the 1115 waiver supporting People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities. TNCO is a statewide membership association of over 60 direct service providers whose mission is “to promote the growth and development of resources required by community organizations to provide quality services for people with disabilities.” TNCO was established in 1977 and its members provide a wide range of services, including ICF/IDD, residential, community integration, employment, and day programs. TNCO members participate in services delivered under the Employment & Community First Choices and other waivers, and continue to collaborate with the managed care organizations, TennCare and DIDD to support consumers’ choice and self-determination.

TNCO is submitting this response specifically as part of the public notice process published on November 9, 2020, and the presentation made at the Statewide Leadership Group on November 4, 2020. We appreciate TennCare and DIDD’s openness to the discourse and recognize that the process will allow for at least two additional opportunities to provide input through the 1915(c) waiver amendments comment period and the TennCare II 1115 demonstration waiver extension federal comment period. TNCO and its members will be engaged providing ongoing input as the implementation of these transformational changes proceed. TNCO will also continue to work with our community advocacy partners who submitted a letter to TennCare and DIDD “Principles to follow in designing the TennCare/DIDD integration plan” on November 11, 2020.

TNCO supports the requirements for stakeholder engagement outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901, published May 6, 2016). Specifically, states must create and maintain a stakeholder group to solicit and address the opinions of beneficiaries, individuals representing beneficiaries, providers, and other stakeholders in the design, implementation, and oversight of a state’s managed long-term services and supports (MLTSS) program. The composition of the group and frequency of meetings must be sufficient to ensure meaningful engagement, and published meeting minutes to assure transparency. In addition, plans providing MLTSS must have a member advisory committee that includes at least a reasonably representative sample of the populations receiving LTSS covered by the plan or other individuals representing those enrollees.
We recommend that Tennessee establish a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change. We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners In Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group.

Our purpose in submitting this response is to highlight the areas of concern that we have so we may help shape the design, timeline, and implementation activities of the plan. To that end, we have prepared the attached detailed review of specific items in the proposed integration plan, and TNCO’s specific suggested actions, recognizing that this detailed feedback will be the foundation of the response provided to the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) as Tennessee receives final approval for these recommended changes. We are poised to meet with the leadership to review the concerns and recommendations.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays, should be deferred. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of people’s homes must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TennCare and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

Guided by the principles of providing safe and effective supports for the consumers we serve, as well as a desire to provide efficient access to services to an increasing number of consumers, the analysis recognizes the need to manage the transition of current services, prepare providers to adjust capacity for the newly defined expectations. Additionally, the plan to move to Value -based Payment arrangements requires substantial planning and technical support. In preparing this response some specific topics and patterns emerged reflecting the need for:

1. **Clarity of Goals:** The objectives of the proposed direction would need to clearly identify the vision of the future of these services. Areas where such clarity is needed include the concerns expressed above regarding the expressed goal of the transfer of certain consumers currently living in ICF/IID settings to more community-based settings. This is in line with the goals of community integration and the settings final rule but would also require review of the capacity needs of the system, including for consumers with higher levels of behavioral supports needs. The objective of transitioning the current program into short-term care facilities while concurrently serving existing residents must be clearly delineated.

   Additionally, the definition of a proposed new bundled service would appear to simplify the ability to deliver services, but the specific goals of this change would need to be established so providers can adequately prepare. Finally, the transition to Value Based Payments could ultimately result in bending the cost curve, but the level of savings being targeted and the methodology for establishing the new compensation structures and projected incentives have not been articulated.
2. **Clarity of Timeline:** The overview document and subsequent communications provide broad timelines for implementation. While the start date of the implementation is July 2021, the underlying timeline for the specific activities remains vague and presents a barrier to good planning. Examples include:

   a. The continuity of care period appears to be six months but does not appear to recognize the dramatic systems change required to effect such a change. Particularly concerning is the process and impact on network resources and the providers’ ability to adhere to the new standards in a relatively short time frame.

   b. The implementation of the new role of MCOs in effecting network standards and Value-based Payment contracts.

   c. The recognition that technology is part of the long-term solution is real, but the actual timeline to achieve the projected savings may be more elusive and would require additional resources.

3. **Clarity of The Definition of Quality:** The document refers to quality standards in several areas, which makes it encouraging for providers who seek to meet consumers’ needs in the best way possible. However, the alignment of these quality standards is not specific enough to provide for a quality management process aligned with readiness review as required by Federal guidelines.

4. **Clarity of Resources to Support the Transition:** The document requires providers to ramp up capacity in a few areas without specific identified resources to support such capacity building. To proceed, we recommend clearly identified Technical Support, Technology, Value-based Payments processes and competencies, as well as funding to support the transformational changes. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

TNCO’s leadership and members stand ready to engage in proactively addressing the transformation of services in Tennessee. We look forward to working with TennCare and DIDD to address our concerns and develop a path forward in a transparent manner.

*see attached Waiver Amendment Topics spreadsheet for additional comments*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Topic area - These are quotes from the proposed systems transformation document</th>
<th>Requests / Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. New Contract Structure</td>
<td>1. their [consumers] currently assigned Managed Care Organization (MCO) — the entity already charged with administering their physical and behavioral health benefits — will also have a role to play in their LTSS as well. 2. Aligning incentives in ways that will support the achievement of individual and system goals;</td>
<td>The changes proposed by integrating I/DD services and supports into managed care are significant and ambitious. We recommend a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change as outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27468-27901 published May 6, 2016). We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners in Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group. We recommend that the specifics regarding the role and authority of the MCO to provide and manage long-term services and supports to the I/DD population are clearly delineated and publicly available prior to implementation. We recommend a process of stakeholder review and input into the MCO contracts that will guide the integration of additional I/DD LTSS into their purview. We recommend the development and publication of a comprehensive plan that describes the process, timeline, phases, and critical benchmarks that indicate readiness to proceed to the next step. The development of such a plan must include early and meaningful input from providers with specified seats at the table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Reducing administrative burden for providers and helping them develop their capacity to deliver high quality support and produce high quality outcomes and paying for them more for doing so;</td>
<td>We recommend a very structured and accountable process that ensures that providers have meaningful input into review of administrative burdens on providers in our service system as described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure. We recommend that the stated goal of developing capacity is defined and includes delineating the specifics of which services, where, and for whom capacity changes are desired. We recommend that any proposed systems changes intended to result in efficiencies are tested and evaluated by external reviewers for efficacy. We also recommend external review of the impact on care and access to services of systems changes already in place through ECF CHOICES before adopting similar approaches. We affirm the notion that providers require assistance to achieve desired quality improvements and recommend the involvement of providers to identify effective strategies, e.g. resources and funding for training, technical assistance, systems improvements, and staffing changes. We further strongly recommend that the development of payment changes tied to quality are defined, vetted by stakeholders, tested for efficacy and for the absence of unintended consequences, and are shown to be aligned with the stated goals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. At the onset, payments to MCOs for LTSS provided to the I/DD population will not be fully risk-based</td>
<td>We recommend the development of targeted goals, or benchmarks, that must be met prior to inclusion of risk-based payments for the I/DD long-term services and supports to the MCOs. We recommend a formal and transparent process as described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure. We recommend that stakeholders are involved in the development and review of appropriate readiness indicators that are essential to provide this safeguard to implementing a risk-based payment model for these services. We recommend that there is clear delineation of the nature of the incentives included in risk-based payments that may impact the use of and payment to the I/DD LTSS providers. All parts of the system, including providers, must be afforded realistic and reasonable time and appropriate supports to adapt to systems changes before implementation. All players have a role in ensuring success with specific and publicly reported metrics: TENNCARE, DIDD, the provider community, and MCOs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Program and Benefit Structure</strong></td>
<td>1. seeking to advance toward the creation of a single, aligned, person centered program of support for people with I/DD and their families, while also ensuring stability and continuity of important services and longstanding relationships with providers and direct support staff. We recommend meaningful stakeholder involvement, as described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure, in systems changes that would advance I/DD services’ evolution toward a more streamlined and efficient system that uses the principles of person-centered planning. We also affirm the recognition that both providers and individuals and their families need the assurance of stability while planned and desired change occurs. We recommend that the timing and nature of changes are implemented in a way that avoids disruption of individuals’ lives and relationships. We also recommend guidance to and oversight of the MCOs to ensure that the person-centered process is not used as a means to reduce services. Publicly reported information about the type and amount of service changes that occur is essential. We also recommend access to an advocate external to the MCO to assist the individual to file a grievance or appeal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. largely maintaining the current benefit structure in each of the applicable programs and beginning to evolve these benefits in a manner that aligns with the intended goals of the new integrated and aligned system We recommend the ongoing, regular inclusion of providers and other stakeholders’ input, as described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure, into any proposed changes to benefits, service definitions, eligibility criteria, provider qualifications, and benefit limits. accommodations. We further recommend that TENNCARE and DIDD complete and make public an analysis of the impact of benefit changes to identify individuals or applicants who may lose or be denied services as a result. The intended outcome or reason for each change should be publicly available prior to implementation. We recommend analysis of and reporting on the impact of benefits changes on individuals, including budgets, waiver caps and access to services.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. ensuring that reimbursement for services such as residential, personal assistance, individual employment supports, etc. includes technology-based support rates, as appropriate. We support the continued development of the role of technology in service provision, where appropriate, and the recognition that there is an impact on rates. The introduction of technology requires investment, training, common platforms, secure interfaces, and integration with other functions or systems. We recommend that the desired goals and expectations of what benefits technology-based supports would yield to the individual and to the system are publicly stated before any rate or policy changes are implemented. We recommend policies and approaches that ensure that assumptions on the use of technology-based supports are situation-specific and not one-size-fits-all. Rate changes based on assumptions around the use of technology must be carefully delineated, vetted by stakeholders, and tested prior to implementation. In addition, issues around acceptance by the individual or family, and flexibilities needed when technology fails must be discussed and resolved.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Based on input, consumer (or self) direction will be available in each of the 1915(c) waivers for services like Personal Assistance, Respite, and Community Transportation. We support the expansion of the availability of self-direction to all of the 1915(c) waivers for those individuals who prefer this service model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Therapy, Behavior and Nutrition Services ...move toward a consultative model similar to that used in Employment and Community First CHOICES, leveraging licensed professionals to teach, train and support paid and unpaid caregivers, embedding appropriate treatment within the day-to-day delivery of supports in order to maximize both the efficacy and efficiency of service delivery by leveraging telehealth options and/or value-based payment to drive toward preferred outcomes in any option, a plan for fading direct services when appropriate is an essential component. We support efforts to move the I/DD system along the continuum toward a less medical model for long-term services and supports. We also support the use of telehealth options where it is demonstrated to be appropriate for the service and the individual’s needs and ability to benefit from this modality. We recommend an impartial, external review of the efficacy of the consultative model used in Employment and Community First CHOICES and on telehealth to learn the extent to which they are applicable to the population served in the 1915(c) waivers before implementation. Regarding value-based payment, the development of preferred outcomes in this area requires clarity, stakeholder input as described above, and stakeholder buy-in before it can be used as an effective measure of quality. The same is true of assumptions regarding outcomes that target service reduction or fading.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Skilled Nursing - Highly skilled health care professionals are often required to perform routine health maintenance tasks that are frequently performed by unskilled family caregivers—at a high cost to the Medicaid program and to the system as a whole in terms of utilizing limited nursing resources. We support efforts to move the I/DD system along the continuum toward a less medical model for long-term services and supports. We recommend an external impartial analysis of the barriers that exist in Tennessee which are preventing a more efficient and less medical-model approach to the provision of routine health maintenance tasks for individuals receiving I/DD LTSS. We recommend a transparent process for actions taken to improve the situation, while ensuring that needed nursing services remain available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

005
7. Residential and Day Services
In order to better align reimbursement with individualized needs, we plan to combine residential and most day services into a single benefit entitled – Community-Based Living Supports (CBLS). Payments for these services will be combined with payments for traditional "residential" services into a more modernized and flexible individualized benefit driven by the needs and preferences of the person.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, we oppose the implementation of a new benefit that combines residential and day services due to a lack of information on which to base an opinion. Because this represents a significant systems change for a substantial number of people, we strongly recommend a robust iterative process with all stakeholders on the development of this benefit. The proposed new service requires the delineation of many details, such as the service definition, the provider qualifications, the implementation timeline, etc. before we are able to determine our position on it. The development of payment for a new service must include all relevant cost factors such as wages, benefits, training, supplies, transportation, productivity, administration and cost of living. Assumptions must be tested by willing providers in parallel with the current system to learn and make corrections before statewide implementation. We recommend establishing a Community-Based Living Supports work group that includes providers that would function as a sub-group to the larger advisory body described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure. We also recommend an independent external analysis of the efficacy of a similar approach used in ECF CHOICES Community Living Services, for comparison, including review of the needs of individuals who require 24/7 supports.

8. ICF/IID Services
We will continue to cover ICF/IID services but move the benefit from the Medicaid State Plan to the 1115 demonstration. New admissions to an ICF/IID will be limited to persons with such significant co-occurring behavioral challenges or complex medical needs that the person cannot be immediately served in a more integrated setting, and only for the limited period of time that is necessary to complete a comprehensive assessment of their community living needs, develop a comprehensive transition plan, identify a community provider and seamlessly transition to a more integrated community setting.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, we oppose the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state centers must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We recommend a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change as described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TEnNCARE and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

9. New admissions to an ICF/IID will be limited to persons with such significant co-occurring behavioral challenges or complex medical needs that the person cannot be immediately served in a more integrated setting, and only for the limited period of time that is necessary to complete a comprehensive assessment of their community living needs, develop a comprehensive transition plan, identify a community provider and seamlessly transition to a more integrated community setting.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, we oppose the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system and to the proposed direction of deploying this service for individuals with challenging behaviors and for short stays. Services must remain available for individuals with complex care needs and those who are medically fragile. Transformation of a system built in response to the need to facilitate the closure of state centers must be a deliberate and transparent process with input from all stakeholders to ensure stability and to avoid service gaps for those who would otherwise be served in these settings. We recommend a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input on enacting systems change as outlined in federal rules for managed Medicaid services (81 Fed. Reg. 27498-27901 published May 6, 2016). We recommend that this group is formed immediately and meets monthly through all phases of planning, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes. We recommend that this group operates as an open meeting, with assurances that all interested individuals can participate through ADA accommodations. We recommend that currently existing groups, e.g. Partners In Innovation, and workforce development continue their focus on targeted areas with their input and recommendations shared with the larger group. We support ICF/IID provider participation in ongoing dialogue with TEnNCARE and DIDD in the discussion on this proposed change, including clarified plans and timelines, eligibility change impacts, and service limits, as well as safeguards and protections for individuals and providers.

10. before any such admission could be approved, the person would participate in an Community Informed Choice Process conducted by an entity other than an ICF/IID provider to ensure that s/he fully understands the full array of community-based options available to meet his/her needs, and having been fully informed, affirmatively chooses the institutional placement.

Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, we oppose the use of the Community Informed Choice Process for applicants unless it is performed by an independent third party entity, such as Vanderbilt or the DD Council. This process can only be valid when it operates in a truly unbiased and conflict-free manner without coercion. If service coordinators conduct the CIP, we recommend stakeholder review of the materials used and the training provided.
1. Based on input received, DIDD and TennCare intend to maintain the existing expenditure cap structures. Until such a time as the concerns expressed in this document are addressed completely, we oppose the movement of the ICF/IID program into the proposed integrated system as described in 2.8 Program and Benefit Structure.

2. Payment for ISC agencies would ultimately be driven in part by whether outcomes are in fact achieved. We recommend that the efficacy of expenditure caps, the number-served limits that produce waiting lists, and potential waiver consolidation opportunities are reviewed and discussed with stakeholders.

3. Program Expenditure Caps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Based on input received, DIDD and TennCare intend to maintain the existing expenditure cap structures currently applicable in each program. No changes are proposed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Payment for ISC agencies would ultimately be driven in part by whether outcomes are in fact achieved. Likewise, we will identify ways to align administrative payments to MCOs for Support Coordination on the same key metrics. This comparison would be part of the Evaluation Design (required by CMS as part of the 1115 demonstration) for the integrated system, reviewed by an external entity, and shared with other states to help inform future MLTSS design decisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Assessing the Level of Supports Needed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>In addition to the SIS, TennCare and DIDD plan to use Tennessee's Person-Centered Enabling Technology Plan Questionnaire. The Enabling Technology Plan Questionnaire delves deeper into each person’s support needs, with an eye toward potential opportunities where technology may help to increase the person’s independence in or across environments, including home, travel, community, work and volunteering. We recommend that the criteria that will be used are publicly available, clearly stated, are objective, and are evaluated or measured by assessors with a high standard of inter-rater reliability. We recommend that the continued use of person-centered support plans (PCSPs) by MCOs includes strong oversight of service levels by DIDD to ensure that appropriate supports as well as due process rights are provided to individuals. We recommend inclusion of this metric in the external quality review. We recommend public reporting of service reduction or denial metrics by MCO with routine review by stakeholders. Furthermore, we recommend robust training and education to individuals and their families about their rights and how to file grievances and appeals, and access to an advocate for advice and assistance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Person-Centered Support Plans (PCSP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>While MCOs will generally have utilization management authority over PCSPs (meaning review and approval of services), we plan to establish contractual threshold requirements that would trigger a DIDD review/approval as well—primarily focused on ensuring that service denials or reductions are appropriate and that supports are sufficient to meet individual needs and support the achievement of personal goals. We recommend that the gathering of information about the role of supportive technology in the development of appropriate support needs for individuals through the use of the Person-Centered Enabling Technology Plan Questionnaire is conducted in an unbiased manner. We recommend the development of policies that address issues with implementation such as individual or family reluctance, training needs for effective use, and sufficient resources available to providers to offset acquisition investments. We furthermore recommend that stakeholders review policies around the use of Questionnaire results in the development of service plans to assure that the availability of technology does not equate to service reductions or unacceptable substitutions. In addition, technology use to ensure health and safety must be balanced with rights and privacy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Network Development and Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>This proposed new streamlined approach, DIDD would serve in a “credentialing” role for all HCBS provider types across the I/DD delivery system (with the potential exception of Adult Dental Services). All currently qualified and contracted providers in the 1915(c) waivers (including ISC agencies), currently credentialed and contracted providers in Employment and Community First CHOICES, and certified ICFs/IID would be “deemed” by DIDD as credentialed for participation in the integrated system. The process of transitioning from a fee for service, any willing provider system to a managed network must be done transparently and with clear timeframes and expectations. To ensure system stability, we recommend that the timeframe when deeming is initially used is long enough to achieve network sufficiency for all LTSS across the state. We recommend that proposed changes to credentialing are done incrementally with sufficient time, resources and technical assistance for the provider community to be prepared to comply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Providers would be periodically recredentialled by DIDD using standards established in partnership with DIDD and MCOs. We recommend that the criteria that will be used are publicly available, clearly stated, are objective, and are evaluated or measured by assessors with a high standard of inter-rater reliability. We recommend clear policies on the process of terminating a provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>MCOs would not be obligated to contract with all providers “deemed” as credentialed, but could select from “deemed” providers using a set of person-centered “preferred” contracting standards. We recommend that the development of contracting standards used to identify “preferred” providers is done transparently, with stakeholder input, and with clear expectations and oversight by DIDD. We recommend a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input as described above in 1.1. New Contract Structure. Providers must be given time to adapt and comply, with appropriate recourse. We recommend DIDD exercise heightened scrutiny when an MCO’s network decision impacts an individual’s home or could result in service disruption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>MCOs would be required to demonstrate network adequacy. We recommend public reporting of the criteria for IDD LTSS network sufficiency and that benchmarks and progress on attaining the required standards are regularly reported to stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Over time, we expect that the standards would evolve to “required standards.” After a reasonable period (at least 12 months), providers would be required to meet certain standards to continue participation in the program, with additional quality performance standards becoming required over time, while ensuring sufficient capacity to offer choice of providers and timely delivery of services. We support the recognition that a systems change in provider qualifications of this magnitude and importance should evolve over time. We recommend that they are not done concurrently with initial implementation. A twelve-month period is inadequate. We recommend at least 18 months after the integration has reached a defined steady state after implementation. We recommend a robust dialogue with the provider community to develop appropriate standards and implementation goals, to identify meaningful quality measures, and to provide resources and technical assistance so that providers can meet expectations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>an MCO would be expected to either contract with an identified provider, or to contract with an alternative provider that is equally preferred and able to fill the identified gap. We recommend the development of specific policies and process that would apply when a provider of the individual’s choice is not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Continuity of Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>MCOs will be obligated to contract with all 1915(c) providers “deemed” by DIDD to continue the seamless delivery of current services as specified in each person’s approved Individual Support Plan, without gaps in care for at least the first six (6) months following implementation of the integrated IDD system, or the remainder of their ISP year, whichever is later. We recommend defining the metrics that show that a steady state has been achieved after initial implementation. We recommend that continuity of care is in place for one year after the benchmarks and publicly reported metrics on the system readiness are met. These involve all parts of the system, including MCO readiness to perform assessments and develop person-centered service plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Facilitate transition to another provider selected by the person if the current provider will no longer be part of the MCO’s network once the continuity of care period has expired. The state’s policies and approach must address expectations around the MCOs’ responsibility to ensure no service interruptions occur, particularly when residential services are affected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Authorizations, Billing and Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The integration of Medicaid programs and services provides a unique opportunity to explore a potential new, streamlined approach to provider authorizations, billing and payment—one that seeks to minimize administrative burden on providers, health plans, and the state, and which seeks to ensure that providers have timely access to authorizations, and a consistent user-friendly billing process. It would also ensure continuity across procurement cycles. This is best achieved through a consolidated system. We recommend robust involvement of the affected provider community to give meaningful input to ensure appropriate platforms are selected. Implementation plans must include realistic timeframes, the provision of technical assistance, and thorough testing of functionality before launch. The state must be prepared to ensure adequate cash flow in the event of a system implementation failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>TennCare and DIDD are working together to explore the most efficient and timely options to streamline and consolidate functions across programs going forward. We welcome input regarding these processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Value-based Reimbursement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>the implementation of value based reimbursement for “core” services—primarily residential, day, and personal assistance—to align payment with the achievement of individual and system outcomes. We support the development of financial incentives that advance the IDD service system toward the goals of achieving individual and system outcomes for individuals receiving LTSS. We recommend taking great care regarding this substantial systems change through a public and intentional approach as described above in 1.1. New Contract Structure, to ensure no disruption or unintended consequences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We recommend that the meaningful engagement of all stakeholders, including providers, in the design of new approaches. We recommend that the work of the PII group informs the larger advisory body described above. We recommend this group formalize a process of publicly available reporting and evaluation of the role that various technology and other innovations will play in any systems change. We recommend that the challenge of designing new incentive-based approaches balances the desired outcomes with the added burden of collecting and reporting data.

3. The value-based reimbursement approach ultimately developed will be implemented in an incremental way to ensure the stability of the network, while also building capacity to demonstrate the delivery of improved outcomes for persons supported. We recommend that the incremental development of value based reimbursement approaches includes a system capacity assessment to ensure success. We recommend including testing and piloting of new approaches, evaluation by external reviewers, public reporting of progress, and the use of defined benchmarks prior to statewide implementation. A critical key to a successful integration plan, system stability, and increased capacity is addressing the need for adequate resources to providers so that they can attract, train, and keep high quality and reliable direct support professionals. Perpetuating inadequate wage rates of this essential workforce will prevent the achievement of the stated system improvements regardless of how well the goals are articulated and supported.

4. Payments for traditional “day” services would be combined with payments for traditional “residential” services into new payment rates for a more modernized and flexible individualized benefit driven by the needs and preferences of the person. Payment for services would be de-linked from staffing ratios, be de-linked from the number of people living in a home, allowing greater flexibility with regard to how best to meet each person’s individualized needs and preferences. Payment for the newly combined Community-Based Living Supports benefit would be based on the person’s Level of Support, with flexibility across the types of supports that can be leveraged to meet those needs, including technology-based supports and natural supports as well as paid assistance, and documentation regarding the type of supports to ensure transparency for measuring payments against hours of paid support provided and for purposes of measuring success in achieving individual and program goals. Payment mechanisms such as special needs adjustments would be replaced with reimbursement for additional assistance actually needed and provided, rather than paying for the availability of such assistance “just in case”. Measurement domains will be aligned with the Pillars of Transformation described in the Network Development section.

5. Person-Centered Thinking, Planning and Supports, Technology First, Employment First, Independence and Workforce measurement domains would include both capacity-building and outcome metrics. We recommend that the incremental development of value based reimbursement approaches includes a system capacity assessment to ensure success. We recommend including testing and piloting of new approaches, evaluation by external reviewers, public reporting of progress, and the use of defined benchmarks prior to statewide implementation.

6. Achieving Basic Assurance© certification status, becoming a Person-Centered Organization, earning CQL accreditation in person-centered supports and the ultimate accreditation status “With Distinction” create a pathway toward greater expertise in the delivery of high quality, person-centered supports. We recommend that other national accreditation bodies are considered in addition to CQL and that providers have access to the resources and technical assistance required to meet new or higher standards for participation or to meet future quality standards. Timeframes for implementation must be clearly stated, reasonable, and achievable to ensure system stability. Provider qualifications changes must align with MCO network standards and assure access to quality services.

7. Professional level certification through APSE or other approved entities by employment staff. We recommend that other national employment accreditation bodies are considered and that providers have access to the resources and technical assistance required to meet new or higher standards for participation or to meet future quality standards. Timeframes for implementation must be clearly stated, reasonable, and achievable to ensure system stability.

8. Technology First Organization Certification (ultimately, With Distinction), employing Tech Champions with Enabling Technology Specialist Certificates, and the percentage of DSPs with Enabling Technology credentials. We recommend that providers have access to the resources and technical assistance required to meet new or higher standards for participation or to meet future quality standards. Timeframes for implementation must be clearly stated, reasonable, and achievable to ensure system stability. We recommend provider input regarding the cost of increased standards including training and staffing changes.

2. “Partners In Innovation”— that can help to inform this and other system components.

We recommend that providers have access to the resources and technical assistance required to meet new or higher standards for participation or to meet future quality standards. Timeframes for implementation must be clearly stated, reasonable, and achievable to ensure system stability. We recommend provider input regarding the cost of increased standards including training and staffing changes.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>establish and incentivize measures of agency capacity and agency performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We recommend transparency and specificity on measures in this extremely important area so that workforce issues of increased resources for pay and benefits to direct care workers are addressed before other systems changes are imposed. We recommend a formal and transparent process for seeking and using stakeholder input as described above in 1.1 New Contract Structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>incentives will also be reflected in administrative payments to MCOs, to encourage the development of networks that are best equipped and able to demonstrate person-centered outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We recommend publicly available reporting on the metrics used to evaluate success in this area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
December 8, 2020

TO: Stephen Smith, TennCare Director  
    public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov

FROM: TNCO’s ICF/IDD Members  
        primary contact Robin Atwood, ratwood@tnco.org, 615.736.6090 ext 203

SUBJECT: Notice of Application to Extend the TennCare II Demonstration

Questions Regarding ICF Service Changes

General statement
As stated before, it is TNCO’s position that ICF services for people with IDD should not be included in the DIDD Integration plan at this time. The regulations are very different and the people supported are those who would not be best supported in Waiver services. It is our opinion that TennCare and DIDD should remove ICF to allow time for DIDD, MCOs, providers, and other stakeholders to successfully implement proposed changes to 1915(c) and ECF services. Experience has shown that an ICF level of service for people who are medically challenged and or fragile is difficult under ECF because nursing and behavioral services are often unavailable. Group 7 and Group 8 benefits already exist and are designed to keep people in their homes or transition people from institutional settings to a community home.

Purpose
• What is the purpose and advantage of putting a cost reimbursement payment system into a managed care program?
• What is the current average cost per participant in 1915(c), ECF and ICF, respectively.
• What is the purpose and advantage of replacing a cost reimbursed system with Fee For Services?
• Is one of the goals of the integrated system to decrease or eliminate the number of ICF beds in the State?
• Does TennCare/DIDD want to convert ICF services from LTSS to respite or transitional services?
• The nature of long-term supports is that over time individuals will necessarily cost more than at the beginning of their services. The ECF services seem to lean more towards supporting people in their family homes. How will the state support individuals who cannot be supported in their family home?
Certificate of Need

- How will ICF Certificates of Need be impacted by the system integration?
- How will “repurposing bed capacity” effect the CON?
- Has the HSDA been consulted regarding the integration plan and moving ICF to an 1115 Waiver?
- Will the agencies with Certificates of Need be expected to continue to report to the HSDA annually on the Certificate of Need for ICF/IID homes?

1115 Waiver

- If TennCare/DIDD move ICF/IID services under the 1115 Demonstration Waiver, how will that change how current services are provided?
- Would ICF be expected to follow HCBS rules?
- With ICF integrated under DIDD would they have to follow the DIDD Provider Manual requirements?
- Will the ICF bed tax continue to exist if ICF Services come under the 1115 Waiver?

Regulatory

- When ICF services change under the DIDD Integration Plan will they still fall under the CMS guidelines? Will ICF still be under State Operations Manual Appendix J regulations?
- Historically, survey in ICF has not been supportive of ICF providers supporting individuals with intense behavioral issues. How will this be addressed?
- Will those providers with 8 bed homes where two persons share a bedroom still be allowed to provide these services?
- Will ICF be expected to adhere to the community settings rules in HCBS?
- In some conversations DIDD administrators stated they have limited experience in understanding all the rules and workings of ICF services. Will ICF agency leaders be involved in the planning meetings that affect changes in ICF services?
- How will federal ICF regulations be implemented as part of this integration plan (ex: QDDP/QIDP having degrees, active treatment, comprehensive services, mealtime guidelines, environmental guidelines, emergency preparedness guidelines?)
- Regarding surveys in ICF, will DIDD/TennCare work with the DIDD survey team to come up with a cohesive survey process?

Operational

- Agencies around the State stepped up to build state of the art ICF/IID homes at the request of the State considering the Class Action Lawsuit and the closure of state institutions. What considerations will these same programs get in the Integration Plan to be able to continue the process of paying off these homes?
- Will the reimbursement system continue to include capital depreciation cost for ICF facilities developed by providers in co-operation with the State of Tennessee and pursuant to receipt of Certificates of Need supported by DIDD and TennCare?
- Can you explain how this change will benefit people in the ICF, providing services at a lower cost without reducing services?
- The plan materials indicate that new criteria for admissions and residency duration will be utilized adding behavioral and/or complex medical needs. Please provide descriptions or examples of these criteria that will be applied or have been applied in other IDD delivery networks.
Regarding those individuals with complex behavioral challenges:
  - What consideration will be given to existing residents in an ICF home?
  - Will compatibility be considered before someone is placed in a home?
  - Will the current individual's needs and opinions be taken into consideration?
  - If an individual comes into an ICF and stabilizes and goes into a more integrated setting, will they be given the option to come back to the ICF if they don't do well or will the process have to be started over?
  - Will the MCO assign support coordinators to coordinate the ICF services?
  - The integration plan relies on the possibility of employment for expansion of the programs. With current unemployment rates in the 10% range, how will you know when the plan is successful? What is the current % of employment for ECF?
  - Will employment first guidelines and day service programs be implemented in ICF services?
  - For people with significant behavioral challenges, what is the benefit of using an ICF for transitioning people to the community versus the Group 8 benefits in ECF?

Regarding people with complex medical needs:
  - Can you define “complex medical needs?”
  - How will the revised ICF model be able to support complex medical needs financially if it is no longer a cost reimbursed system?
  - Where would these individuals transition to once they are stabilized medically?
  - How would active treatment be met for survey purposes with those that are medically fragile in regard to community inclusion?

The Integration Plan indicates that admission determinations will be made by an Interagency Review Committee led by DIDD and will include TennCare and MCO clinical and program leadership.
  - Will agencies and families also be included?
  - Will criteria be based on Appendix J or DIDD/TennCare policy?

For the revised ICF/IID criteria effective 7/1/2021, what does a “limited amount of time” mean and how does that impact those that live there in a more permanent status? This could impact the continuity of care and could present concerns for all individuals in the home.

The Integration Plan refers to short term/respite/transitional placements in ICF/IID. It also states that agencies may be deemed certified by DIDD but not on a preferred provider list from the MCOs. What does that mean and how will beds be filled under these circumstances?

Appendix J W249 requires ISP Amendments be implemented at the end of the IDT meeting. Will ICF/IID have an ISC or Care Coordinator who manages programming or will QIDP continue to fulfill this function?

If there is an ISC or Care Coordinator, what role will they play and will they maintain the high level of programming responsiveness mandated by CMS regulations?

The Integration plan indicates that individuals would participate in a Community Informed Choice Process conducted by an entity other than an ICF/IID provider. In the recent family meeting, ICF/IID was described as distasteful comparing them to a nursing home. How will DIDD ensure that the choice process is fair and unbiased?

In regards to the inter-agency review committee:
  - Could there be provider representation on the inter-agency committee?
How can we ensure that ICF services are fairly represented and that the person or conservators have a right to choose ICF services as a service model?

If they do not meet the behavioral/medical needs, will they still be able to choose ICF services if that is their choice after being presented all service options?

What components of the ADA requirements are not applicable to ICF services currently and how will this integration plan correct this issue?

Will there be an appeals process if someone is denied ICF services?

Will the ICF provider be able to decide whether or not the agency can adequately provide services to a particular individual once approved by the committee?

Effective July 1, 2022, who will conduct the individualized review process of people that are currently getting ICF services and will the current individuals be given the option to remain in the current ICF service if they choose to do so?

Will individuals that have lived in the ICF for years and are well established in their community be given the option to stay in their current services? (Transition could be extremely difficult on these individuals.)

For the comprehensive transition plans, will the amount of time for that process and plan to be implemented be limited?

If the transition plan does not adequately provide the level of support the person needs, is there a way to review/appeal that if it is believed that the person needs more intense support services?

Although identified as “institutional” level of care, many ICF homes are currently integrated into their respective community in traditional neighborhoods- is this being assessed also?

What if the neighborhood is not conducive to supporting someone with complex behavior support needs and this could cause conflict with existing community relationships?

Staffing/Training

- It was mentioned in several of the meetings with TennCare and DIDD that staff retention is not solely based on money; however, retail/manufacturing minimum wage is increasing almost weekly. As of the last NCI report for 2019 there is a DSP turnover rate in Tennessee of 51.8%, and the number is certainly higher during the pandemic. We are losing DSPs who cannot afford to continue to make what IDD service agencies across the state can offer based on current rates.

- Will rates for IDD services increase as part of the integration plan?
- How will the Integration Plan address staffing ratios?
- How will the plan assist with staff retention?
- What is the incentive for the DSPs to work in these behaviorally challenging homes if we are not able to pay more?

- Will the training requirements change for staff supporting persons with significant behavioral or medical needs?
- If ICF services are under MCO with DIDD oversight, how will those entities be trained on the CMS ICF specific guidelines?

Budget/Justification

- It is difficult for businesses to make business plans and budget during times of change. Can you share with us the projected numbers of people served a year from now in ECF,
1915(c) Waivers and ICF services one year after implementation of the integrated system?

- Please provide data for evaluations previously performed that concluded that ICF level of care was not necessary and led to similar anticipated relocations with satisfactory outcomes for individuals and families in other systems.
- The incidence of severe Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities is prevalent among low income families who also have concurrent medical concerns which make it unlikely that they would be able to provide for their loved ones with disabilities in their home. Please provide the statistical information that would suggest that the proposed integration would not unduly harm the disabled persons from disadvantaged families whose children no longer have residential placement options.
- Please provide the statistical information demonstrating that the people in placement today would be as safe were they to be displaced to their family or community homes. How will these Tennesseans be protected?
- It has been reported that more than fifty percent of the individuals on the wait list require residential supports yet the number of individuals in residential services has continuously gone down because slots are not available in ECF. How will the number of residential beds be increased and how will they impact the waitlist?

Rates/Billing

- When services change to the 1115 Demonstration Waiver, how will that impact rates and billing?
- The plan indicates the ICF cost reimbursement system will be changed to factor a person’s acuity and include value-based adjustments to payment levels. Please provide specific information and criteria to be applied for these adjustment factors.
- How will rates be determined?
- How will rates be determined for those that require 1:1 supervision either in the home or in the community?
- If ICF services are going from a cost reimbursed system to a fee for services system, how will reimbursement be structured for wrap around services that are currently provided as an integrated model in ICF such as PT, OT, SLP, Nursing, Dietary, BA, Physician, dental, vision, podiatry?
- Many of the individuals coming out of jail or a psychiatric setting often do not have items such as clothing, furniture, etc., will these items be billable?
- How often will rates be re-evaluated, especially when there is a change in status for a person receiving services?
- How will hospitalization days be affected?
- Will there be a cap on the number of hospital days allowed to be billed?
- For hospital settings, will there be funds for sitters under fee for service?
- Will individuals continue to get 60 therapeutic leave days per fiscal year to visit family?
- Will billing for ICF services be rolled into the same billing system for the Waiver and ECF?
- Will fees still be based on a home’s census?
December 9, 2020

Stephen Smith
Director Division of TennCare
310 Great Circle Road
Nashville, TN 37243

Dear Director Smith,

The Tennessee Council on Developmental Disabilities submits the following comments on the TennCare Demonstration Extension:

- Page 12: “The ECF CHOICES Working Disabled demonstration group will be modified to include individuals enrolled in 1915(c) waivers. This will allow individuals enrolled in a 1915(c) waiver who are working to have earned income up to 250 percent of the federal poverty line (FPL) excluded when considering their continued eligibility for Medicaid and for HCBS.”
  
  **Comment:** The Council has been contacted by members of ECF CHOICES who struggle with maintaining employment without losing benefits and generally navigating that topic - particularly SSI. For example, we have been contacted by people who say their benefits counselor can help them understand the effects of work on SSI, but not on TennCare. Counselors must be able to assist with how income impacts all benefits, not just SSI, and help proactively educate members and employers. Otherwise, uncertainty and confusion become the barrier to employment, even as the Working Disabled Group addresses the other barrier. We have also been contacted by employers who believe they cannot hire people with disabilities because their salary bands are too high. A more effective counseling program would include proactive education in addition to direct support to members.

  **Recommendation:** as the Working Disabled Group is expanded, the Benefits Counseling service must also be expanded as a service available for enrollees in all IDD programs any time there is a barrier to employment related to loss of benefits.

- Page 12: “Enabling Technology (ET) will be added as a benefit in Employment and Community First CHOICES, with Table 2d of the demonstration’s special terms and conditions and Attachment G modified accordingly. Limitations currently applicable to the Assistive Technology, Adaptive Equipment and Supplies (AT/AES) benefit will be applied
across the ET and AT/AES benefits combined; however, an MCO may authorize services in excess of the combined benefit limit as a cost effective alternative to institutional placement or other medically necessary covered benefits.”

**Comment:** The Council strongly supports this addition.

- Page 12: “The special term and condition governing the TennCare Select health plan will be modified so that members with ID assigned to TennCare Select as of July 1, 2021, will remain enrolled in TennCare Select, while members enrolled after that date will be assigned to a traditional MCO.”

  **Comment:** The Council has been contacted by TennCare members who have not had good experiences transitioning from EPSDT to adult TennCare services. As the TennCare Select healthplan closes to people on SSI, we recommend revamping the transition planning process. Specifically, we recommend assigning a case manager who can work regularly and directly with families beginning at age 16 to help with future planning.

  **Recommendation:** TennCare case managers assisting families with transition from EPSDT to adult TennCare services should establish a partnership with Tennessee Disability Pathfinder, whose trained staff have access to a statewide database of over 3,000 disability services ranging from clinical to peer support services. For example: young adults with intellectual disabilities and their families often consider conservatorship at the 18th birthday, and Pathfinder can help connect those families to Tennessee’s Center for Decision-Making Support.

- Pages 14,17: Network adequacy

  **Comment:** Although the data reports 97% compliance, there is a continued lack of adequacy in providers with training and experience in intellectual and developmental disabilities – from dentists to psychiatrists to general practitioners.

  **Recommendation:** Expertise and competence to effectively serve TennCare’s population should be considered as part of “network adequacy”, including: training and experience with the population; willingness to make accommodations, particularly for people who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing; and cultural competency for people in the LGBTQI+ community, Spanish speaking communities, and others.

Director Smith, thank you for your tireless work this year and for considering these comments and recommendations. On behalf of the Council on Developmental Disabilities, we thank Chief Killingsworth and team for sitting on our Council and serving as faithful partners in our work.

Sincerely,

Wanda Willis, Executive Director
December 10th, 2020

Stephen Smith  
Director Division of TennCare  
310 Great Circle Road  
Nashville, TN 37243

Patti Killingsworth, Chief of Long-Term Services & Supports Division of TennCare  
310 Great Circle  
Road Nashville,  
TN 37243

Dear Steven and Patti,

I am writing to provide feedback from The Arc of Tennessee on the TennCare II Demonstration Extension Application.

There is a great deal of concern in the advocacy community regarding ICF/IID and 1915(c) waiver services moving to being administered through the managed care programs. The individuals who are served under this waiver are continuing to progress in age, and will no doubt require increased support needs as they get older. While we appreciate Tennessee’s commitment to maximizing the financial resources available to serve as many people as possible, we do want to ensure that thoughtful, and realistic approaches are taken in shifting these services to the managed care programs. It is imperative that people continue to receive the same level of services and supports that they are under the current system.

While The Arc of Tennessee would never advocate for restrictive placements for individuals with I/DD, we do believe strongly in ensuring that the appropriate levels of support are available to individuals. While we appreciate that ICF/IID services will include a Community Informed Choice process to ensure that individuals understand the full array of community-based options available to meet their needs, we are concerned that some individuals may be left without the comprehensive service options they need or have depended on in the past. If ICFs are only for limited times for people with challenging behaviors, what about those with complex medical needs who are currently, served in the ICFs? Will a family have Freedom of Choice when a family requests that their loved one be admitted to an ICF or chooses to have them stay in their current placement in an ICF?
We are encouraged to see that the ECF CHOICES Working Disabled demonstration group will be modified to include individuals enrolled in 1915(c) waivers. This is a positive step to ensuring that adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities do not need to choose between working and risking receiving the services and supports they need to live as independently as possible.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss any of our comments further.

Thank you,

Heidi Haines
Executive Director
The Arc of Tennessee
720-238-7321
Hhaines@thearctn.org
December 10, 2020

Via email: public.notice.tenncare@tn.gov.
Stephen Smith,
Director Division of TennCare
310 Great Circle Road
Nashville, TN 37243

Re: TennCare II Demonstration Project No. 11-W-00151/4

Dear Director Smith;

ViiV Healthcare (ViiV) appreciates the opportunity to offer comments to Tennessee’s Division of TennCare regarding the TennCare II Demonstration draft extension request. We are highly interested in the state’s request to extend the TennCare demonstration for a full decade, especially as it applies to incorporation of pending amendment requests currently under consideration by CMS.

ViiV is the only independent, global specialist company devoted exclusively to delivering advancements in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) treatment and prevention to support the needs of people living with HIV (PLWH). From its inception in 2009, ViiV has had a singular focus to improve the health and quality of life of people affected by this disease and has worked to address significant gaps and unmet needs in HIV care. In collaboration with the HIV community, ViiV remains committed to developing meaningful treatment advances, improving access to its HIV medicines, and supporting the HIV community to facilitate enhanced care and treatment.

As an exclusive manufacturer of HIV medicines, ViiV is proud of the scientific advances in the treatment of this disease. These advances have transformed HIV from a terminal illness to a manageable chronic condition. Effective HIV treatment can help PLWH to live longer, healthier lives, and has been shown to reduce HIV-related morbidity and mortality at all stages of HIV infection. Furthermore, effective HIV treatment can prevent the transmission of the disease.

4 Rodger et al. Risk of HIV transmission through condomless sex in serodifferent gay couples with the HIV-positive partner taking suppressive antiretroviral therapy (PARTNER): final results of a multicentre, prospective, observational study. The Lancet. Published Online May 2, 2019 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(19)30418-0.
Medicaid is the largest source of coverage for PLWH. Almost half of PLWH who are engaged in medical care have incomes at or below the federal poverty level. TennCare is an essential source of access to medical care and antiretroviral therapy (ART) drug coverage for people living with HIV, which not only preserves the health and wellness of PLWH, but also prevents new HIV transmissions. While progress has been made in HIV care, more work needs to be done. Due to the important role of TennCare in ensuring access to medical care and treatment for PLWH in the state of Tennessee, ViiV wishes to comment on several of the proposals in the TennCare II Demonstration draft extension request.

1. **Block Grant Waiver**

The state’s draft extension request includes a provision that would seek to incorporate any amendment requests that are approved by CMS into the ten year extension of the overall TennCare system:

“… [T]he state notes that several proposed demonstration amendments have already been submitted to CMS and are currently undergoing CMS review. The state requests that CMS continue its review of these proposed amendments, which have already gone through all required public notice and transparency processes and been determined complete by CMS. Should any of these amendments be approved prior to June 30, 2021, it is the state’s understanding that the demonstration as amended would be renewed by this application.”

We note that this proposal would seem to include the state’s “TennCare II Demonstration (Project No. 11-W-00151/4) – Amendment 42, Modified Block Grant and Accountability” proposal (Amendment 42). Financing a part of TennCare through a block grant rather than a federal match is a significant change and we recommend that the 1115 waiver ten year extension request that is submitted to CMS explicitly exempt Amendment 42 from the extension.

ViiV provided written public comments to the state during both of the comment periods in 2019 about Amendment 42. Several of the proposals we objected to outright, including the proposal for a closed formulary and the funding cap (block grant) for the Medicaid program. We found other aspects concerning, such as the unclear application of both of those policies to Medicaid Managed Care Organizations (MMCOs) in TennCare, and the state’s plan to negotiate key details with CMS.

ViiV continues to have concern about those proposals. They represent fundamental changes to the Medicaid program structure. If they are approved by CMS, we think it inappropriate for that approval to be automatically rolled into a ten year extension request. Such significant changes

---


9 TennCare II Demonstration, Project No. 11-W-00151/4, Amendment 42, Modified Block Grant and Accountability: [https://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Waivers/1115/downloads/tn-tenncare-ii-pa10.pdf](https://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Waivers/1115/downloads/tn-tenncare-ii-pa10.pdf)

10 TennCare II Demonstration, Project No. 11-W-00151/4, Amendment 42, Modified Block Grant and Accountability: [https://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Waivers/1115/downloads/tn-tenncare-ii-pa10.pdf](https://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Waivers/1115/downloads/tn-tenncare-ii-pa10.pdf)
should truly be enacted as short-term demonstrations, for two or three years, and be subject to rigorous analysis and evaluation during that time.

2. Medication Therapy Management

ViiV applauds the state’s proposal in the draft extension request to extend medication therapy management (MTM) pilot project for one additional year,\(^\text{11}\) and we hope that the state will elect to retain and expand the program to cover all medically frail individuals, and those with complex medical conditions, or requiring high rates of adherence to medical care and treatment such as PLWH.

Comprehensive MTM is incredibly important for PLWH given the many challenges they face in access and adherence to HIV treatment. The effective treatment of HIV is highly individualized and accounts for a patient’s size, gender, treatment history, viral resistance, coexisting illnesses, drug interactions, immune status, and side effects. Strict adherence to ART treatment regimens is essential to sustained suppression of the virus and reduced risk of drug resistance.\(^\text{12}\) MTM is a standard of care in pharmacy services that ensures each patient’s medications are individually assessed to determine that each medication is appropriate for the patient, effective for the medical condition, and safe given the comorbidities and other medications being taken by the patient.

3. Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment (EPSDT) Benefits

ViiV applauds the state’s success in covering Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment (EPSDT) benefits within TennCare and in the MMCOs, as demonstrated in the results on the 2020 report.\(^\text{13}\)

The EPSDT benefit was designed to provide comprehensive and preventive health care services for children under age 21 who are enrolled in Medicaid. EPSDT is key to ensuring that children and adolescents receive appropriate diagnostic, screening, treatment, and specialty services. In 2018, youth aged 13 to 24 accounted for 21 percent of all new HIV diagnoses.\(^\text{14}\) Moreover, youth with HIV are the least likely out of any age group to be retained in care and have a suppressed viral load. Addressing HIV in youth requires that we provide young people with the information and tools they need to reduce their risk of acquiring and transmitting HIV, make healthy decisions, and obtain treatment and care if needed.\(^\text{15}\)

The educational services that are often offered during HIV testing – especially if the test is negative – are important for people in this age range so that they can protect themselves from acquiring HIV.

4. Ten Year Time Frame and HIV Innovation

The last decade has brought significant advances in HIV care models and HIV drug treatment regimens available to PLWH. There have also been important scientific breakthroughs that have allowed for accessible options to prevent HIV transmission to at-risk populations, and scientific breakthroughs that have revealed a two-fold benefit of treatment as prevention. These scientific revelations have led to a new bold public health effort at the federal level to end the HIV epidemic, and a community-led effort to message the importance of viral suppression to patients. We wish to expand on these below, as a means


\(^{14}\) CDC, HIV Among Youth. [https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/group/age/youth/index.html](https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/group/age/youth/index.html).

\(^{15}\) CDC, HIV Among Youth. [https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/group/age/youth/index.html](https://www.cdc.gov/hiv/group/age/youth/index.html).
of encouraging the state to plan for new innovations in science, ensuring access to ART treatments with a focus on adherence, and joining public health efforts like the federal Ending the HIV Epidemic plan over the next 10 years of the TennCare Program:

a) **Viral Suppression and HIV Treatment as Prevention**

When a PLWH receives and maintains effective HIV treatment and receives quality medical care they can reach viral suppression. Viral suppression means that the virus has been reduced to an undetectable level in the body with standard tests. Viral suppression results in reduced mortality and morbidity and leads to fewer costly medical interventions.

Viral suppression also helps to prevent new transmissions of the virus. When successful treatment with an antiretroviral regimen results in virologic suppression, secondary HIV transmission to others is effectively eliminated. In studies sponsored by the National Institutes of Health (NIH), investigators have shown that when treating the HIV-positive partner with antiretroviral therapy, there were no linked infections observed when the HIV+ partner’s HIV viral load was below the limit of detection. The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) supported research that demonstrated when PLWH achieve and maintain viral suppression, there is no risk scientifically of transmitting HIV to their HIV-negative sexual partner. Multiple subsequent studies also showed that PLWH on ART who had undetectable HIV levels in their blood, had no risk of passing the virus on to their HIV-negative partners sexually. As a result, the CDC estimates viral suppression effectiveness in preventing HIV transmission at 100 percent.

The CMS 2020 Core Set of Adult Health Care Quality Measures for Medicaid (Adult Core Set) includes the HIV measure of HIV Viral Load Suppression (HVL-AD). The Adult Core Set represents the health care quality measures that indicate the access to—and quality of—the health care adult Medicaid beneficiaries receive.

Medicaid uses quality measures to assess care quality, assign provider accountability, and support performance improvement. Tracking and reporting HIV measures in the Medicaid Adult Core Set will help to ensure their future inclusion on the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) Medicaid Scorecard. The Scorecard compares outcome measures that are reported by at least twenty-five states. In the most current CMS data for FY 2019, seven states reported HIV VLS

---

18 Rodger et al. Risk of HIV transmission through condomless sex in serodifferent gay couples with the HIV-positive partner taking suppressive antiretroviral therapy (PARTNER): final results of a multicentre, prospective, observational study. The Lancet. Published Online May 2, 2019 [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(19)30418-0](http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(19)30418-0)
22 “HIV Undetectable=Untransmittable (U=U), or Treatment as Prevention” National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases [https://www.niaid.nih.gov/diseases-conditions/treatment-prevention](https://www.niaid.nih.gov/diseases-conditions/treatment-prevention).
measures – including California, Delaware, Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, Rhode Island, and Texas.  

We are pleased to report that additional Medicaid managed care plans will be required to report on the viral load suppression measure in Oklahoma (10/1/2021) and Ohio (1/5/2022). Tennessee reports 30 measures on the Adult Core Measure Set to CMS and we encourage you to add the VLS measure as a way to track outcomes for PLWH in TennCare as you implement this ten year waiver extension.

b) Incorporate Future Scientific Innovations: Long-Acting Provider-Administered HIV Treatments and Preventions

ViiV encourages the state to also consider how TennCare and MMCOs in the state will incorporate innovative HIV preventive therapies in the future, especially those that are administered by physicians or other health care professionals. The next ten years will bring significant advancements in HIV prevention and treatment delivery.

The first ever long-acting antiretroviral HIV treatments will become available to patients in the coming years, and their arrival will require new considerations by coverage providers and care programs. A series of reports by the organization AmFAR details these innovative treatments and also the consideration for policy makers and coverage providers. Additional information about long-acting HIV medications can be found on the HIV.gov website. Some of these long acting treatment options will be provider-administered, which the state should take into consideration and planning for future coverage considerations.

Furthermore, there are long acting treatments for HIV prevention that are being researched. Because of the possibility these new modalities may offer, we urge the state to consider how such prevention innovations might be made similarly accessible to at-risk populations that could benefit from them once available.

c) Effective Anti-Retroviral Therapy (ART) Formulary Management in the Coming Decade

Treatment of HIV is a dynamic area of scientific discovery, and treatment protocols are changed and updated to reflect advances in medical science. However, PLWH often face a variety of medical challenges that impede access to, engagement in, and adherence to HIV care and treatment.

We encourage TennCare to use the federal DHHS HIV Treatment Guidelines as the standard for proper management of HIV in terms of formulary requirements for TennCare. The DHHS Guidelines are regularly updated to reflect advances in science and new treatment protocols, and so would serve as an ideal source during the coming 10 years.

31 Quality of Care for Adults in Medicaid: Findings from the 2019 Adult Core Set Chart Pack
32 AmfAR “Long-Acting HIV Treatment and Prevention Are Coming” https://www.amfar.org/long-acting-arv/
34 AmfAR “Long-Acting HIV Treatment and Prevention Are Coming” https://www.amfar.org/long-acting-arv/
Further, we hope that TennCare will consider applying Medicare Part D-like protections to ART access in TennCare FFS and the MMCOs. Within the Medicare program HIV is a protected class, and ART drugs are not subject to utilization management. The Medicare Prescription Drug Benefit Manual states: “For HIV/AIDS drugs, utilization management tools such as prior authorization and step therapy are generally not employed in widely used, best practice formulary models.”

CMS stated support for applying the Medicare Part D protected classes protection for HIV treatment to the Medicaid program in recent guidance:

In addition, to ensure that this demonstration supports CMS’s objectives related to the treatment of HIV… CMS expects states to provide coverage of… substantially all antiretroviral drugs (including PrEP) consistent with Medicare Part D coverage…

We hope that TennCare will consider this important example and assure open access to ART for both prevention and treatment in the TennCare system.

d) Ending the HIV Epidemic (EHE)

In 2019, the federal Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) announced a goal to end the HIV epidemic in the U.S. within 10 years and released the “Ending the HIV Epidemic: A Plan for America” (EHE). This initiative proposes to use scientific advances in antiretroviral therapy (ART) to treat PLWH and expand proven models of effective HIV care and prevention through a focused effort across federal, state, and local health agencies. The EHE is supported by HIV advocates, and endorsed by the President’s Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS (PACHA). Seven states and 48 counties with high rates of transmission are targeted by the EHE initiative, including Shelby county in Tennessee.

Tennessee has made significant progress in addressing the HIV epidemic in recent years, with the Nashville’s “Ending the HIV Epidemic Plan” and the Tennessee Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) & Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) Outbreak Response Plan.

TennCare plays an important role in these efforts to end the HIV epidemic because almost half of PLWH who are engaged in medical care have incomes at or below the federal poverty level. Viiv encourages TennCare to join the work of the federal EHE Initiative, through a focus on preventing new infections, increasing diagnosis, and retaining PLWH in care.
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37 CMS.gov “Prescription Drug Benefit Manual” https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Prescription-Drug-Coverage/PrescriptionDrug Coverage/PrescriptionDrugCoverContra/PartDManuals
We also note that the DHHS recently released a draft HIV National Strategic Plan, which will serve as a roadmap to the End the HIV Epidemic efforts across the federal government and the U.S. through 2025. Although this plan is not yet finalized, we encourage TennCare to review the final plan once published and incorporate its tenets into the goals of the TennCare system.


One of the biggest scientific innovations in HIV over the last decade was a prevention medication option for persons at risk for HIV infection, known as pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP). ViiV encourages TennCare to expand efforts to increase PrEP use among enrollees by encouraging PrEP coverage by all payers, and promoting PrEP utilization by at-risk populations.

Use of PrEP by at-risk populations is a key part of the EHE. The “Ready, Set, PrEP!” Initiative could be further advanced by state Medicaid programs.

Additionally, the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recently issued a “Grade A” rating of HIV PrEP treatment. The new USPSTF recommendation means that Medicaid programs that cover PrEP without cost-sharing along with other preventive services can receive an FMAP increase under the ACA, similar to coverage of HIV testing.

The PrEP-to-Need Ratio (PNR) is the ratio of the number of PrEP users in 2018 to the number of people newly diagnosed with HIV in 2017. PNR serves as a measurement for whether PrEP use appropriately reflects the need for HIV prevention. In 2018, Tennessee had a relatively high PNR among at-risk men in the state.

ViiV encourages TennCare to ensure coverage of PrEP available to all at-risk populations within the TennCare system.

Conclusion

ViiV Healthcare looks forward to working with the state and other stakeholders to ensure that Tennessee’s public programs continue to ensure that people living with HIV have access to quality care and to improved health outcomes.

Please feel free to contact me at Cindy.c.snyder@viivhealthcare.com should you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Cindy Snyder
Government Relations Director
ViiV Healthcare
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49 https://aidsvu.org/local-data/united-states/south/tennessee/